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The Committee on Agriculture held a seminar at Echternach from
25 lo 27 October 1978 to study
I. new guidelines for the common agricultural policy;
rr. strelrgthening the rore of the European parriament and of its
committee on Agriculture in the formulabn of this policy.
At the end of this seminar, it decided to draw up a draft report
on the conclusions to be drawn from the Echternach seminar attaching,
in annex to E.he motion for a resorution, the observations made in
committer: by the minority and, as expranatory statement, the summary
rcport of the eeminar proceedings as well as the working <locuments drawn
up in preparation for the eeminar.
It also instructed its chairman to draw up and present this draft
report.
By letter of L4 December L978, the Committee on Agriculture reguested
from the Bureau authorization to draw up an own-initiative report on the
concrusions to be drawn from the work of the Echternach seminar. By
Ietter of 26 January L979' the Bureau granted it the necessary authorization.
The Ccmmittee on Agriculture considered the report and the relevant
motion for a resorution at its meeting of LB/L9 December Lg7g, 25/26
January 1979 and 22/23 March L979.
At t.his last meeting it adopted the motion for a resolution and the
report by 1I votes in favour with 2 abstentions.
Present: Mr Caillavet, chairman and rapporteur; Mr Liogier and
Mr Hughes, vice-chairmen; Mr Desrulf , Mr Frilh, Ir{r Joxe, !4r Klinker,
Mr L'Estrange, Mr Nielsen Brlndlund, Irrlr pucci, Mr Tolman, Ir{r Vernaschi
(deputizing for Mr Pisoni) and litr Vitale.
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AThe Corunittee on Agriculture hereby submits to the European
Parliament the following motion for a resolution, together with
explanatorY statenent :
MOTION FOR A RESOLUTION
on the conclusions to be drawn from the proceedings of the Seminar held
by the Conrnittee on Agriculture in Eehternach
The European Parliament,
- 
having regard to the report of the Comniittee on Agriculture (doc.L28/79),
- having regard to Article 39 of the Tre-rty of Rome,
- 
having regard to the seminar on the conrrnon agricultural policy,
held by the Comnittee on Agrrculture ir, October 1978 in Echternach,
in the presence of Mr ErtI, President-:-n-office of the CounciI,
- having regard to the serious and persistent imbalance of the market
in a nunber of agricultural sectors,
- having regard to the very difficult sit,ration in respect of the incomes of
agricultural producers in a number of regions and sectors,
- having regard to the obligation to ensure reasonable prices to the consumer i
1. NEW GI,'IDELINES FOR THE COMI,ION AGRICULI'URAL POLICY
Political ob'iectives and instruments
1. Considers that the common agricultural policy has in certain respects
played a positive role by eliminating barriers to intra-community trade,
as a result encouraging specialization, and that it has in this way
often increased the efficiency of production for the benefit of producers
and consumers, as stipulated in Article 39 of the Treaty of Rome;
2. Rejects any attempt to modify the fundamental principles of the CAP,
nam€ly unity of the market, financial solidarity, cotnmon prices and the
system of Community preference;
3. Regrets, however, that the Cr\P has not been able to ensure the balanced
and eguitable development of agricultule in the Corununity and that it
has so far failed to attain a number of its essen+,iaI social objectives;
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4. Deplores in particular that:
(a) regional disparities in incomes are conti-nuing to widen at an
increasing rate, contrary to the fundanental objective of the C,AP;
(b) as at present conceived. the market inntrumcnta arc prlmarlly favourable
to the larqer industrial agricultural enterprises an do not enaure
eguitable incomes for smaII producers and famiiy farme in certain sectorsl
(c) the Communityhas f.riled to provide reasonable irrcomes for certrln
producers in the Southern and less-favotrred regions more
particularly those whose products do not benefit from guaranteeg
comparable to those offered for certain products of the Northern
regions;
5. Invites the Community authorities therefore to give closer attention
to Southern produits (fruit, vegetables, vrine) and to see to it that
they benefit from guarantees analogous to those granted for the
Community's Northern products, points out that a measure of this kind
would help in part to solve the problems confronting the Community's
Southern regionsi
6. Stresses that, from the angle of regional and social solidarity, the
CAP cannot be pursued without a coherent set of Etructural
back-up measures of a general nature or with a specific agricultural
or rural character;
7. Does not believe, in particular, that a sinqle instrument, i.e.
support for certain producer prices, has been able to ensure equitable
incomes for all producers in all regions of the Community;
8. Strcisses once again that the production of surplus stocks threatens
to undermine the CIIP and hence to jeopardize the guarantees intended
to ensure adeguate incomes for producers;
9. Points out that certai-n surpluses are a result of the importing of
substitute products,
1O. Points out also that both the appearance of large surplus stocks and
the occurrence of shortages, as happened in 197 3 and 1974, reflect
the lack of production targets on the one hand and of a commercial
strategy on the other, with an accompanying obvious lack of cohesion;
11. Considers therefore that the CAP can only function successfully if it
forms part of an overall policy under which short, medium and long term
production targets and commercial strategies are laid down on the basis
of ongoing evaluations;
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L2
I3
Emphasizes that price policy cannot be used, as it is at present
required, tc guarantee reasonable incomes to producers and to regulate
Ehe supply of ac;rictrltur:a I produce;
Observt--s thereforc that to thc cxtent that the prrce policy is uged
primarity to maintain the leveI of incomes, reliance on intervention
mechanisms without specific production and commercial targets has:
(a) compelled producers to step up their outpLlt at aII costs in order
to maintain their earnings;
(b) constantly i-ncreased the debt level of the agricultural community;
(c) Ied to an apparent worsening of the problem of surpluses as a
result of the structural policies implemented Lo j-ncrease the
economic viability of production, instead of these structural
policies serving to remedy the imbalance of the market as was
the intention;
Notes furthermore
(a) the fact that the conditions in which producers operate are
freguently aggravated by excessive taxatio;r, capital eguipment
reguirements and the burden of transfer from one generation to
anoEher;
(b) the fact that high capital expenditure is freguently a serious
problem in agriculture in view of the latter's inherently low
rate of capital turnoveri
15. Considers it essential to maintain agricultural incomes at equitable
levele, to safeguard the economic viability of the rural regions and
to eneure the poseibitity of economic development of agricultural.
industry;
15. Pointr, out, at thc same time, that agricultural support may be
implemented in a number of ways 
- support of produce prices, direct
support of incomes or guota arrangement - and that these might be
granted on a selective or differentiated basis.
L7. Believes it illusory to imagine that the co-responsibility of farmers
for surplus production can be implemented effectively and eguitably
by means of price freezes and taxes;
And that, therefore, the market organization should be modified in
such a way that the farmer is encouraged to aclapt his production
met.ho(lR and obje<:tives to the reguireinents of internal and external
n,rrl,r,l t; i
L4
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Ig. CaIIs upon the Commission and Council to make a close examination of
the role of producers and market organizations in terms of regional
and social policy to enable the potential of agricultural resources
and individual regions to be exploited to the full;
19. Considers consequently that the price,/market support policies must be
more elosely adapted to the characteristics of each sector and that
there is a ciear economic case, and even more evident social reasons,
. for introducing, without delay, a system of income supPort (rather than
market price supPort) for those products for which:
-demandiselasticandconsumptioncanbeincreased,
- 
self-sufficiencY is low,
- 
consumption has been drastically reduced qr existinq price levels, or
- 
production should be encouraged in order to obtain a more balanced
overall Pattern of Production'
20. Regrets the 1ack of an overall Conmunity structural Poliq/ and of the
inctruments reguired by such a policy; an agricultural and rural
structural policy can only be envisaged in the context of an economic.
regional and social policy which is at one and the same time integrated,
based on so.l-idarity and selective;
21. Stresses that agriculture makes an imPortant contribution to the
, 
protection of the rural environment and that this asPect is assuming
increasing signif icance ;
22. Invites the COmmission accordingly to prepare proposals for the
revalorization of certain regions through bett€r Protection of the
rural environment (PerhaPs by ending or redirecting the agricultural
use of low-Yie1d land);
23. Calls upon the Commission to encourage research into the use of ethyl
alcohol of agricultural origin as a fuel;
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Structtrral PoIicv
24. points out that structural policy must not lead to a woreoning of
the situation of surplus products in the Communj.ty;
25. ltaintains that structural policy must not bring special benefits to
parEicular types of holding but must. on the contrary give every
holding identical chances of development;
2O. Believes that the structural policy will be incomplete and laeking
in effect until such tine as it is underpinned by a Community land
poIiry promoting rnobility of the farming eomrnunity under conditions
which are identlcal for all Conmunity farmers;
27. BeLLeves in fact that a Community land policy would enable young
lrople to remain on the land, thus avoiding the depopulation of
rural areas;
28. Considers that the structural policy should encourage, on a purely
voluntary basis, producer groupings in order to enaure for the latter
advantages equivalent to thoee enjoyed by persons active in industry
or in the services sector, without any resulting distortion of
conpetition;
29. Considers also that a structural policlf should promote the
establishment of food processing industries in the regions of
production so as to avoid depopulation of the rural areasi
30. Believes that structr.lral policy must favour production in regions
which have particular natural advantages in order to bring about a
genuine division of labour between the regions of the Community;
3I. Notes that the community's structural policy as aefinea in
Directives 72/L19/EES, 72/l6o/EEc, 72/L6L/EEC and 75/268,/rnc and in
Regulation (EEC) No. 355/77, has by no means attained the objectives
set for it, namely to enable farmers to attain comparable earnings
for their work, to modernize agricultural holdings in order to make
agriculture a competitive sector of the economy and to reduce the
disparity betv,reen the rich and poor regions of the Community,
32. Considers that the blame for this rests in part with the Irlember States
which have not always made use of the financial instrument offered
to them by the Community;
33. Considers, however, that a structural policy defined j.n an excessively
uniform manner, cannot meet the specific reguirements of each of the
community's regions;
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34. Encourages aII forms of initiative in the area of a regional structural
poticy in the spirit of Directive 75/268/EEC on farming in mountain
areae and certain less-favoured regione;
35. Notes with satisfaction that the Community authorities are coning
increasingly to view structural policy as a set of specific measurea
to be implenented in certain Community regions, including irrigation,
drainage and reafforestation measures;
36. Urges the Commissj.on, holrever, to ensure cohesion between the
individual actions undertaken so as to ensure that the different
regions of the Community enjoy harmonious development;
37. Believes that the financial resources availahle to the Guidance
Section of the EAGGF must be strengthened; that the share of Community
financing should be adjusted in line with the wealth of each of the
Member StaEes concerned, and that in certain cages the share of
community financing may exceed the generally accepted rule hrhere
projects are of high priority to the Community (projects of Comnunity
interest) ;
38. Calls for agricultural structural policy not to be isolated from
regional and social policy; considers that it is, at the very 1east,
important to coordinate the action of the EAGGF, Guidance Section, and
of the Regional and Social Funds, so as to ensure that the financial
resources made available to the regions are employed in the most
effective possible manneri hronders whether a European Rural Fund would
not be best able to replace the action of the three abovementioned
funds in the rural regions;
39. CaIIs upon the Committee on Agriculture to examrne and report on the
desirability of creating, outside the framework of the existing funds,
a European Rural Fund specifically intended to supplement the aid
measures for the rural regions taken under the agricultural, regional
and social policies, and to eliminate the adverse effects of
uncoordinated rural planning;
49 . Is of the opinion that an end must be put to the existence of
artificial production structures resulting from economic or monetary
factors which are not directly linked to the common agricultural policy;
welcomes in this connection the birth of the European Monetary System
which should ultimaLely lead to the disappearance of monetary conpensat-
ory amounts, thus eliminating a factor which distorts competition
bett een the Member States.
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41. Stresses the need for the Cornmunity to make energetic'6Eforts to
harmonize policies of agriculturai investment at both national and
Community levels in order to avoid in future the }ack of cohesion
apparent at present bcth internally and externally (for example in
the case of sugar);
The common aqricultural policv and the Communitv's external relations
Ei !!-!Le- i!9ts :!rlelizeq 
-see!!5:ee
42. Is aware of the fact that the Community which accounts for some 42%
of world trade is heavily dependent on the outside world and must
therefore pursue a judicious and coherent commgrcial policy;
43. stresses that this commercial policy rnust aim at estabriehing an
overalr balance between imports anrd exports in the best interest
of all the economic sectors of the Community and of its harmonious
internal development;
44. Regrets the lack of cohesion at world level in agricultural trade
relations and the tack 5t cohesion and continuity in the conmunity,s
agriculturar trade poricies both at the grobar level and in the
context of its poricies of association and enlargement;
45. Calls upon the Community to play the role of a nediator and catalyst
at world level in order to promote an international agricultural
policy based on solidarity and recognition of the value of the rural
and agricultural world whose progress must be promoted;
46- warns against the dangerous concepts of free trade proclaimed by the
United States and also against the myth of an international division
of labour in which the developing countries, with their
comparative cost advantages, wourd become the privireged suppliers of
low cost agricultural products.
- It - PE 56.o88lfin.
A7. Criticizes strongly the stubborn protectionism of the United States
in the agricultural sector which is prejudicial to the European
Community's agricultural exports, and points out that the lorr exchange
rate of the dollar is artificially stimulating imports into Europe of
Iarge quantities of low cost vegetable and fodder products, a fact
which is siil1 further undermining the balance cf trade relations and
pteventing a decisive solution to the problem of eguilibrium of the
market for dairy Products;
Calls therefore for the introduction, in the context of the C,ATT
negotiations and by joint agreement between the parties, of effective
protection against excessive importsl of vegetable protein products
and oils and fats of vegetable origin;
Considers moreover that by taking energetic steps to solve its internal
problems of market eguilibrium and by orienting its external trrcIicy
towards stabilization of the international markets, the Conmunity can
improve its trade relations with the United States and Australia;
points out that it would be possible to reduce in this way the disparity
between Community and world prices, and hence to cut back export refunde;
Considers that distortions of competition, deterioration of prices and
dumping practices on export markets muet be avoided at all costsi
hopes that the Community will negotiate in GATT the fixing of minimum
prices guaranteeing an eguitable level of incomes for producers and
enabling export refunds to be reduced so as to improve its relations
with third countries which export agricultural products;
Expresses the hope that measures to offset the fall in value of the
dol1ar and the creation of a zone of monetary stability in Europe
will improve the balance of trade betvreen the Community and the
United States and contribute to the more egui.table development of
agricultural production and to the regtoration of the unity of the
common agricultural market.
With the developinq countries
52. Stresses that the existing and potential capacity for food production
in the community must be exproited to the fulr in order to remedy as
far as possible the serious food problems facing the world;
48.
49.
50.
5r.
I
-OJ c 28/79, page 18
imports of agricultural
million EUA
exports of agricultural
million EUA
products from the USA in L9'l'7t 5.9O1 thousand
products to the USA in 1977: 1.563 thousand
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53. Consrde:-s that +:he (:o\'rununity musu shoi'r an increasing awareness of the
need to p:crt..,Le the exr:ort gf agyir.ulturai- products from ttre developing
ccuntrtes :'*i'lc€ ir-c:':ovecl rrtirizatiDrr of Ll're p'rLentiaI for agricultural
Frodl'.crrori in r:hes,: ('$ur'i:r'reL{, necessariLi' ac:companied by an increase
ir. .r.1r:icrrltur,,i extr,r:'r''s t? 'iie i, rl ^', :,'.ai:zecJ cout:t*-'i.es, can alone
etrfi5Ir'l thr: ': rr,'el-r,i:t,rg .-()u,"r;:i€,r '1., r .:,i.-Lali'l a c"-.rrair: ievel nf 1:r"rrchasirtg
p$uiey ar-'i in:r-t-iate ttt{} Ir-'.rlr. rs Lr). ;lc,>;to;,,ic delreiopn.ent in thetlt.
54. Is of the ilp.Lniorr Lt,.tt'i.r: organi-;rations $uJh as GATT aircl UNCTAD the
(:or0ritunit-.y 6rusL ncqot.;aLe to bring ahorrt :r new j,niernational divisiorl
of Iabour: so es to achieve a peI-man.frrf ancl stal'..1 tl ;Irowl:h of wonld
trade in agricuLt.uratr F.,roducts, r^'j-th access of inCusEria)- exports trom
the develo;ring crut'rt-t ie-q to i:he i.ndr,st:'ialj.zed :rations no longer dj.storted
hry arrif i-cia.t h;:r:,-e rs suen ts -i-rnpr:::t dr"rt:ies, quotas or ocher barrrers
Ls t.r'ade and i,rri;h;r..iadr.ctii>l; in Lhe'-.xpart subs.idies applied under the
common agriculturai po) icy a;':,:' ar3!'el se.1-y irf fecti-$g the cclmpotitivity
of agrlicult-ura1 e>;port,s frcm the rleveJoping cor.lntriesi
55. Draws at,;e -.+ ,ar^ ,-o che nced rcrr the .-.orruron agricultural poJ-icy to be
accorCir.jllr, :lJ_rr-;ri--ei .io as {-o tnprcv6 proo'rlation specialazation and
reorlTa]tize ' lto:te i:raCkrii-s whic- si,c'n ;, sL:r ticLr-rral. surplus; this must be
achieved hy a mark--t and s:-ruct,rra,' polic-v 
'shich does not ''rj.olate the
prineiple of the lil:erty of the :-ndivj.oual f armer to deterrnine his own
Product-ion and make s r'?ue ellorv;rnce fc>.r '-he social and economic
significanee of agriculture;
55. Notes that in the area of export r€!,€r'!ri€ stabitrization and trade reletions
between t.he devel.oping eountries aaG r:c,:r;it-rir.rs outside the eorununity,
the convention of L,rmd sh.:ulcl serve :s a model anC that. internaticrral
product ag'reemenEs must he conr:-lr.,oecr L.o gtabiliae i.he markcts i n
primary corrunodities such as ce.reaLs, beef ancl veal and dariry products,
and vegetabl,: oils and iats, srr,.:e trr:s rn'il1 pror,rote agricultllral
development antl morlaratr t-he e.L i^+c Ls of i. lr:c Luat j.c,ns in fccd prices;
5 7. Considers ti)at the Corunlrrrity, as c?ie i:ri;,ci.;al inporter of agrieultural
pro<iucts, can pJ.ay arr impo.lt-anh :ol-er in t-hrs co.lLext and that given
the great- LechnoiogicaL adrrances whic.t: have bee:r nracle in Com:nunit5'
agricult.ure, j.t can help "-o upgrede aqriculturui prodttction and
dovelcip an ef fect j-ue agricrlltural 1rcirlcy , r' the .lerzeJ.oping countries;
-- l-"r PF- 56 - OE8,zf in
58" Points out lhaf-, given the neerl to secure regular supplies of the rat"
raterials and energi!'ryhj.ch wil"I be vital for the Corununity in the next
few clecades, the Coirununity also has an interest in reaching agreenent
wieh the devetlopirrg countries in the appropriate bodies on the
'conditions:equirerl to aehieve the best p,ossible trade in agricultural
products;
59. No+,es ihe dramatic Oe reriorat:-on of :he 'aorld focd situation,
especiall.y ln Africa. and, since fooC aid will be temporarily
i.ndispensabl.e, at least ove: tht next fe',; years, urges the Council
and corolrission to grant foocj aid a"lso j-n ttre form of cereals
la) flexibly in the most serj.ous emergencies,
(b) aCapted tc the needs of the population,
(c) to encourage - a varied range of focd aid based on periodic reviews
of the worid food situation,
(d) to continue pursuing a food aid policy lcaseo cn conti'nuity and not
subject- to the vagaries cf the Cornrnunity's agricultural policy;
50, Considers it essential for the supp).y of skimmed miik powder and
butteroi. I as food ai-d t,-: be Linked r'rith ard for specif ic projects
designed Eo encourage the r:et-ting up of dairy and foodstuffs
induetries in the recipient countries t-hemselves;
61, Is of the opinion that, given the unpredictable fluctuations in food
production, international buffer stocks of cereals and protein-rich
products should be set up under inte::national ccntrol so as to
aehieve price stability and a better guarantee of food supplies in
the event of shortages;
II. REINFORCEI'TEIIT 9F ITIE ROLE OF TIIE EIJJTOPEAN PARLI.AJITENT 4! _ lE-
COM!,TITIEE ON AGRICULBEE--IN THE- JQ,B}IULATION OE '$M CAP .
Ei!bil-llre- Ise!t!s!iel
62. Considers that the necessary strengthening of the role of the Committee
on Agrici,rlture, and therefore of Parliament as a who1e, in the
formulatron of the (r{P must be preceded by an inrprovenent in the
working procedures and functioning of that comrlittee;
- )4 - PB 55. oBB/fln.
63. Ig
(a)
of the opinion that such i-rnprovenent calls for the followlng:
the setting up of exp€rt working parti.es both to foruulate
Iong-term political atratagiee and to draw up constructive
propoeila for atatutory texte tor eubolraion to thc othrr
Conrmunlty inetitutlone,
cloaer contact with public opinion through public meetinge,
pross conferences and the media,
(b)
(d)
(c) more frequent use of specialiet agencies and univereity
regearch and study centr€s,
(e)
(f)
easier accells to direct aources of information, in particular
ttrrough the organization of, 'hearlngs' and contacts yith local
opinion in the areag affected by Conununity m€aaurea,
the lrcseibility of adminietering a sma}l annual budget to
flnance the above activitics,
the attribution of greater political weight to minority opinion
through the introduction of procedures enabling minorities to
make their opinions bctter known in comrnittee and in plenary
losalon (minority r€portr, declgiona taken by a quallfied
majority),
greatar efforte by tho comnlttce to improva the quality of
lte doeumente, partlcularly by refueing to deliver opiniona
when the deadlines forced on it by other institutiona are
too ehort,
morc freguent exercise of the right to refuse totatly to
dellver an opinion, whenovor this seems n6ces!,ary, so as to
block eompletely the pasrage of a proposal,
(s)
(h)
(i) stricter control over tho legal acts of the other institutions
and, possibly, recourse to the Court of Justice if the
consultation procedure ie in any way infringed,
(j) a procedure whereby thc Conmission is given etrict dEadlinee
for acting on own-initiative proposalc fron the Commlttce on
Agrlculture;
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67.
Relations with the other institutions
64. Calls for the deletion of the clause stipulating that the conciliation
procedure with the Council can only be applied to general Community
acts whc>se adoption is not necessitated by pre-existing acts, since
this rules out conciliation, for example, on the annual farm price
review;
65. In view of the fact that, when proposals are considered by the
Cornmittee on Agriculture, they are concurrently rrnder review and often
subetantially amended, without any parliamentary control, by the
Council's Special Conmittee on Agriculture in collaboration with
groups of national experte and the Comnission itself, regueets that
the rapporteur(s) or other members of the ComrnitEee on Agriculture
should be permitted to take part, at least as observers, in meetings
of the CSA and, possibly, those of the expert groups as well;
66. Considers it essential for Parliament to have a direct say in the
appointment of the members of the European Commission;
Insists on the need io arrest the present moves in the Community
to undermine the institutional balance by reducing the commission's
status to that of a secretariat to the Council and forcing ParJ.iament
into a position in which its opinions are a mere formality, serving
only to eonfer lega1 validity on decisions already taken by the Council;
Calls upon the Commissiun to refrain in future from t,he kind of tactics
uhich enable it to evade consultations with Parliament on agricultural
and fisheries mattere, e.g. the practice of invoking Treaty articles
under which consultation ie not mandatory or linking issues to
prevlous regulatione ;
Considers it imperative that Parliament be associated in the
negotiations both with the third countries (trade agreements, enrarge
ment) and in GATT and other international organii3ations;
68.
69
-15- PE s6.o88lfin.
?qcallsuFlrlLlloCtrtruritrsitrtt.tttrl(tr(t(r(llln(.illrrolr1rrflconntructlve
dialogue witlr the EuroP€an Parllanront and the Commlttee on Agrlculture
with a vlew to eetablishlt{fr otl the basis of thie resolution, comton
guidctlneabothonthefutur€oftheCAParrdonthegucationof
strengthenlng the role of tho comtliEtee on Agriculture and Parllanpnt
in forrurlatlng thie PolicY;
71. Inetructs ite Preeident to forward this rasolution to the councll
and the Cotmiasion
-17- pE s6. oee/fin.
1.
2.
ANIIEX
TO TIIE MOTTON FOR A RESOLUTTON
rhe European parriarpnt wishce to bring to the attentlon of the
councl'l and cormi.esion of the Europ€an communities the observatlona made by 
-1
the minorlty and exPresaed ourtng the vote on the motion for a ibeolutlon ih'
the corunittee on Agricurt.re on 22 and 23 ltareh 1929.
The minority:
Rdf;r6 to the observations made by nresident Jenkins on rural
policy in his address on the Commisgion's programme of activities for I9?9;
Regrets that the cotntnon agriculturar 1rcricry had not been able futly to
met the objectives laid dorln in the 1teaty, eince the ttember States
maintain substantiar nationar aid schEm€g, and calls for the adoption
of a plan to bring about the elimination of all such scherres;
Rsgrets that the cAP has not been abre to ensure the baranced and
equltable deueropment of conmunity agricurture but strea8es that,
given the situatlon prevailing in a number of areas, thls taek must be
carried out primarily with the backing of the Regional and Social Funds;
Regrets that, in the case of certain products, Community consutlpra are
obliged to pay artificialty high and unacceptable prices while cubeidizing
cxports to thlrd countriee;
Considers it rmperative to:
lst alternative 
- design other instruments since
existing intervention mechanisms are essentiarry favourable to
agricultural holdings in the Northern regions and in no way contribute
to the attainnent of regional and social objectives;
2nd allelngt:lve - adapt the exieting inetruments, particularly that of the
intervention mechanisms which tend to be more favourable to agricultural
holdings in the Northern regione without at the sar$e tinE furthering the
attainment of regional and social objectives;
6. Finds that since the prices policry is used primarily to maintain incornes,
the almost exclusive reliance on intervention nechanisms has had the
effect of increasing production costs through the increasingly exteneive
uee of costly r€sources - technology, eguipment, P€€ticides and fodder -
which encroach on the earnings of farmere;
3.
4.
5"
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7.
8.
It would be preferable in some sectors, particularly in that of
dairy products, for the funds allocated for storage, drying and
exports to be used directry to safeguard the earnings of producers
and encourage consumption in the Community;
The commiesion should move tovrards a policy of frexible guotas in the
spirit of the wheat market organization which usecl to exist in France;
this wourd be a rationar component of the common agricurturar poricy
and its more general application would hetp to auold structural
surpluses in the various sectors of Community agr:iculture.
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BEXPIAMTORY STATEI4ENT
MINUIES OF PROCEEDINGS 
- 
SUMMARY RECORD
NEIV GIJIDELINES FOR THE COMMON AGRICULTURAL POLICY
25 October 1978
Ilhe meeting was opened at 4.50 p.m. with I.,1r Caillavet in the chair.
The chairman welcomed Mr Kofoed, l,linister of Agriculture of the
Kingdom of Denmark and former chairman of the European Parliament's
CommiLtee on Agriculture, Mr Houdet, former l'linister of Agriculture
of the French Republic and former chairman of the European Parliament's
Committee on Agriculture, and Professor PRIEBE, Director of the
Agricultural Structures Research Institute at the University of
Frankfurt.
Professor PRIEBE
fhe common agricultural policy could be credited with having supplied
260 million consumers continuously and regularly from a very small area.
Ttrere had been a sharp increase in European agricultural productivity in
recent years because of both the introduction of new production methods
and the application of biological discoveries. The effect of this increase
in productivity had ho,vever been that the market in rnany products had
already reached saturation point. Demand was stagnant and indeed the question
had been raised, in some areas, of overnutrition.
In the earJy years of the CAP, priority had been given to the prices
and market policy and regional policy had been rather neglected. The
Treaty of Rome, for instance, made no mention of regional structural policy.
It was not until later that this instrument had been developed in the Community
andbythenthegapbetweenrichand poor regions of the Corununity had wj-dened.
At present, the income of the poorest regions of the Community represented
only 20% of the income of the richest regions. The CAP alone had not been
able to help the least-developed regions of the Community to catch up
with the most-favoured regions, either through its prices policy or
improvements jn agricultural structures.
The grovrth of agricultural production as a result of the use of modern
production techniques created further problems that the Community would have
to overcome one day such as the impact on the environment of the use of
fertilizers and pestlcides. Furthermore, this modern form of agricul-trtre
which used large quantities of energy and imlrcrted raw materials made the
Cormunity's supplies of foodstuffs largely dependent on the outside wor1d.
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rL. \.^ra:r linre-rl.is.l:.rc to count on disposing of the conur,.unity,s suipJ_us
prcrli-:cts cln ex*-crna.l markets. Sirrce l-974 in fact worid. rp.arket prices had again
dropped ro such ,t l-ow leve1 Lhat Comrnu.nitlz proclucts coulcl be sold on the world
Inarket or-. 1)"""-ith rrrrger anc la::ger suilr-.icijes. Nr:r shoufd we have too
hiolr l',,:rres rt ciisoosin,; of sp1pi ir., Comnrt,,,_ity L.rorlucts on the Cornroirnil:y, s
i:-r'e', r,a l. 'r.,i:l'e1-; sales o'L- brrt,ter. at .rociuced prices to certain social
cjr-.ilns [66'i nac. orr11z ;1 Ii-mite,l i r,-.jact or, stc,eks.
I'rle Ccitur,unity authorities were ri.gtrt- to cper:ate a long-term pricin,;
poi-;c;' and prices undoubted-l.y had arr inrpact orr prodrrccion" However,
'rire srzstent of cr;rqmunitl' prr-ces, coupled vr.ii:h nliirke*.ing guarairtees, had
led to the Coremunity's current surpluses. Would it not be wise tore,riew
fhis systertr an'J perhaps to s.ripp..iem.ent it wrth cther neasuies? A ncclel nrt':r a
combinecl s1'st,em of prices and incor,.e subsidies baJe,l oir aid per-tiectare(Flltchenbeiiriifen) had been cle.re1oi>ed ;rt tlie Agrieul-tural Structures Research
fn stitute.
Professcr I'RTEBE pr:cposeci to sirbm:Lt t-his mocle-l to menrbers the next. day.
The chairnan cilanked Professor PRIEBE for hj.s introductory renrarks.
SLibject: 'The emerqence i:f riew tren<is'
(1,1r Lrcros )
For several years the sitr.ra+:ion on the agricultural markets had been
deteriorating. Single markets had still not been achi-eved. Differences
between the different reg-ions of Lhe Commr.inity were grorvi-ng steadily bigger.
Unless we wanted to start on the common agricultural pciicy frcm scratch
again, action had to be taken immediat-ery. But not all the community,s
present dif ficulties ougl'it to be put Cown to the coqunon agricultural poj-icy
whj-ch had sufferec from monetary clisorder and a laci< of other comrnon
policies, makrnE rt difficulL to att-aj-n the objectives of Article 39 of the
Treaty' est.iblrshrng the EEC. The conuncn .egrj-cuIL.ural policy supported
agrrcrr it-"tra I incomes thrcrlqh the j-nterventi.on mechanis;m. I1: was t-he duty.
of the Community authorit.ies t-.o guar:antee farmers an aclequate income"
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However, for the past four vears the price increases approved by the
Co',ncil had been l-cwer tirarr thosc'calIed for by the Committee on Agriculture
lr'rtl Lhc trade organlzatj.ons. Thrs rou'er increase in prices had to be
r:cgarded c1s dD iri:eversibl-e fact. But if agricultural price increases
r:emained belo'r +-he i-ncrease in the cost of Jrv:-ng for too long, sooner
or lat,er w-: ir:spread so:i-.i strajns worll-;l have tc be expected in the
Communit-y.
One of the suggestiorrs tending t-o emerge from the new gu:.de1ines for
the cAP is to involve producers in the campaign against surpruses, as in
the case c:i the coresponsibility levy on miik and the intervention contri-
birtion provided for in the Comrnission's proposal on the common organization
of the market irr ethy)- alcohol of agricultural origin. Financial contribu-
tione by producers iD an effort to control surpluses still remained a highly
eontroversial point" 1t was aleo possible to abolish or suspend intervention
for certain producta, especially milk pcrvrder, or to selr agricultural
Produets at reduced prices *-o certain social categories. Such action was
currently being taken as reqards butter. fhe Community authorities had
also made an effort to ::e9j_cnalize the CAp; the ,Ivlecliterranean package'
was the most striking ex:mpie.
Subject:'Intervention
each produet'
or direct payments:
(Mr HUGIES)
the most suitable choice for
The basic problem confronting the commcn agriculturai policy was how
to transfer revenue within the Community as economically as possible without
creating intolerable social problems- rn its preserrt form, the cAp
practically forced producers to increase production without regard for the
market. Farmers ::an into mounting debt to maintain production and keep up
their incomes. Apart from being er financial burd.en on producers, fertilizers
and pesticioes had a negative effect on the environment. T'he CAp in its
present form, i.e. based on a system of prices and interventions created a
vicious circle. The most-favoured regions of the Community became steadily
richer; the least-favoured became relatively poorer. Some people regarded
the deficiency payments svstem as the miracle cure for CAp ilis. fn fact,
deficiency payments also ran into problems.
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I,lereIy indulging in theoretical" quarrels was
to consider hc'r,,r a monolithic CAp based on a system
guidance prices could be reformed by proposing the
of transferring revenue within the Community.
not enough. We ought
of guarantee and
most, appropriate ways
fhe smal1 family farm was generally contrasted with the modern farm,
the former providing those working on it with a bare living and the latter
providing those living on it with an income comparable to that of persons
working in non-agricultural sectors and allovring them to make the invest-
ments needed to modernize the farm regularly and thus share in general
economic development.
This idea formed the basis of the Mansholt p1an, which was to abolish
family farms that in his view were unprofitable and replace them with
production units or modern agricultural holdings.
The }4ansholt plan finally took shape in the three 1972 socio-structural
directives. rf it had beenfu1ly implemented it wourd have led to the
disappearance of 80% of farms; it was therefore unacceptable. fhe French
law on agriculture was opposed to this Malthusian vision of the future of
European agrrculture; the family farm ought to be allowed to offset the
natural and economic disadvantages it had compared with other sectors of
the economy. The agricul-tural policy ought to be based on the right of
all farmers to own their land and on the joint organization of the market(rather than the planned economy of the I'lansholt ptan) and should give
priority to man at all levels rather than deny the individualism of the
farmer. I'itus, instead of setting the sma1l family farm up against modern
holdings, it would be better to stress the fundamental role of the farmer
in the socio-economic and ecologicar balance of the countryside.
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fhe smail family farm and the modern agricultural hotding were not
two contradictory conceptsi rather, they were complementary. It was
possible to imagine them sharing the market between them, the smal1
family farm mainly supplying the neerls of regional or national markets
that it knew weIl, and the modern agricultural holding tackling the
export market. The CAP ought therefore to protect the famity farm and
help it to modernize; it would be an error to do away with the small
family farm on the pretext that it was not adapted to the requirements ,
modern agriculture.
Subject: 'Central or regional development of the conuron agricultural
policy' (Mr HOFFIaAW)
fhe CAP was centred too much around the concept of price. Agricultural
Prices were exPected to assure producers of an adequate income, stabilize
the market and guarantee consumers a reasonable price. But the policy of
common prices, as currently implemented, was incapable of attaining these
three objectives simultaneously. Consideration shoulci therefore be given
to the advisability of separating these different roles. If we abolished
the role of incomes maintenance, we would have to see with the aid of a
model whether the system would remain applicable to the southern regions
of the Community. Prices ought to have clearly defined roles but in no
case should they be expected to be the instrument of a regional development
aid policy as weI1.
GENERAL DISCUSSION
I,1r DEWULF
lllr Dewu1f asked Professor Priebe which aspects of the CAP had contri-
buted most to the incegration of agriculture into the Community economy
and made it possible to improve production structures. He also asked
what in his view had been the impact of the accession of the new Member
States on Community agriculture and what progress had been made in
reducing income disparities between farmers and regions.
of
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ShouLi,l .rgriculture be regarded entirel), as an
merely as arr act-ivj,ty whose sole aim was to suppty
requ irements ?
economic acti_vity or
the Community's
Mr Dewulf poinced out that the agricultural polj-cy too often ignored
the land poli-cY and he wondered whether it would be possible to use the
structural policy to reduce the cost of land whieh was a considerable
financizr] burden for young peopre who wanted to set up as farmers.
Lastry, he wondered whether, in principle, incomes support should be
regarded as an eeonomic measure or a socio-structural measure.
PrOfESsor PRIEBE
Agricul ture ought to be regarded aa an economic activity rike any
other. It was however certain that farm lncomes had not always devetoped
satisfactorriy in comparison with other sectors. There were in fact l-imits
to the transfer of revenue via prices and there was no place for an agricut-
t,ural policy aimln$ to reduce the agricultural population in order to raise the
ineomes of the farmers who remained. If the Mansholt plan for instance
had been applied, it would have had negative effects; it would have tended
to reduce the agricultural populations of the poor regions and concentrate
modern agricultural holdings in the rich regions. Agriculture should rather
be combined with other activities to maintain t,he population and to enable the
countryside to develop harmoniously. A 'Marshall plan, should therefore be
implemented for the poorest regions of the community to safeguard their con-
tinued ccononric development not only through agriculture but also through the
implantation of industrial activities or services to rnake the development of
these regions a diversifieci one"
Mr JOXE
AgriculturaJ policy ought to be approached from the micro-economic and
macro-economic angle. From the micro-economic angle there \i/as not necessarily
any correlation between iarger farms and higher incomes. This could be seen
from beef production. From the macro-economic angle the agricultural policy
had to be seen in the context of employment. Was it not paradoxical to
encourage people to hold down two jobs when unemployment was rife, in order
to increase agricultural incomes? rf the common agricultural policy went too
far in some respects there were other wasy of Iimiting production than through
the co-responsibility Ievy or the suspension of intervention. Transferring
revenue to farmers implied that they would not produce any wealth, which was
unacceptable from a socialist point of view. TLre French Sociatists felt
that a diversifed agriculture was a valuable asset . r-f there was any criticism
it would have to be of the general functioning of the EEC. The Community
preference was not respeeted. Agricultural production was highly dependent
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on imports from the United States. The obiectives of Article 39 of the
Treaty establishing the EEC remained valid but the markets had to be restored
to normal oPeration.
The price structure would have to be thought through and the functioning
of certain markets such as those of fruit and vegetables or wine readjusted.
Compensatory amounts, which distorted production factors, ought to be abolished.
A price maintenance policy ought to be pursued but prices had to be
differentiated according to the farm if the wage and market regrulation
objectives were to be attained (the PoPuIar Front had in its time Pursued such
a policy) . And lastly a structural policy had to be punfuGd that did not
end with driving farrnerg from the 1and. The future agricultural policy had
therefore to be designed now aince in twenty years time, given the foreseeable
trend of the r.rorld population, there would no Ionger be enough surPluses.
Mr JOXE announced that he would submit his contribution in writing.
MT TOLMAN
The previous speakers had not challenged the basic assumPtions of the
CAp. It had become a habit to complain about surpluses but surpluses ought
to be regarded as beneficial; the advantages outnumbed the disadvantages.
One had merely to think of collectivist countries; tlre}z suffered major
shortages in agricultural products. Mr TOLMAN questiotted Professor PRIEBE
about the stocks needed to guarantee supplies to the Community. Had anyone
ever calculated what a shortage situation could cost the Community?
ihe Netherlands brought raw materials from third countries in order
to increase ite agricultural production. Was it possible to limit these
imports? Could surplus stocks not also be financed with import levies?
MT SCOTT-HOPKINS
The system of aid per hectare advocated by Professor PRIEBE $ras too
sketchy to be effective. It was applied in only one way regad-ess of the
type of farn or the nature of the land. Moreover, how nrany Member States
had the necessary adminj-strative apparatus to Put such a system into force?
A new policy would have to be pursued for therural areas: in any case there
was no question of favouring one type of farm in particular because there
were too many disparities between farms in the Community. Lastly, the CAP
had undoubtedly )ad to seriouc imbalance in the milk and \rrine markete that
coul cl on I y l;o redreaeed in ttro long term'
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MT CUNNINGIIAM
ThebasicproblemfacingtheCommunitywasthedegreeofself-sufficiency
it wanted to attain. And therefore the first question that came to mind 
was
whether we wanted to support marginal productions that third countries 
could
supplymorecheaply.Theproblemwaswhetherthosesourcesofsupplywere
reliable. The second alternative was deficiency paymenLs' But they were
nomagicsolutiorlandimpliedhighpublicexpenditurecommensuratewith
thedegreeofself-sufficiencywewantedtoattain.Thosewerethetwo
pointsonwhichexPertsshouldconcentratesincemakingal}owancefor
natural production conditions in the various regions of the community would
certainlymeanareductioninitsdegreeofself-sufficiency.
IvIr FRUH
DidthedeficiencyPaymentssystemmakeanysenseintheEuroPean
Community?::fitwereapplieditwouldbemuchmoreexPensivethanthe
CAP in its Present form'
As regards relations between the community and developing countries'
wasbuyingtheiragriculturalproductsthebestformcrfdevelopmentaid?
Althoughthepricemechanismshouldadmittedlyhe}pfarmerstoearn
incomescomparabletothoseinothersectorsoftheecomDmyitcould
notlnitselfbeexpectedtoguaranteethedevelopmentofruralareas.
Thathadtobedonebycreatinginfrastructuresandincustrialjobs.It
wasnoticeablehoweverthatthetendencyofindustrytoconcentratein
certain regions could cancel out the effect of industrial investments made
in rurar areas and wourd do nothing to hart the rurar exodus.
MT HOWELL
Theproblemsofthecommonagriculturalpolicywouldnotberesolved
bygovernmentactionalone;itwasnotthecreationofregionalorrural
fundsthatwoulcsolvefarmers,problems.Withoutgoingasfarasto
placeagricultureonastatebasis,productionquotaswouldhavetobe
fixed,particularlyinthemilkSectorwhereproductionfarexceeded
requirements.Inordertocontrolthemarket,itwaspreferabletolower
thepriceofmilkratherthancancelouttheaidgrantedtoproducers
throughthecoresponsibilitylevy.TheCAPascurrenttyappliedinthe
dairysectorpromptedfarmerstoproducealthoughthererr,asnomarket.
This absurd situation had to be brought to an end'
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1\4T BERSANI
During its existence, t.he CAP had had to cope with two major problems,
the rural exodus and monetary disorder. The price and structural policy
had now become tco rigid; the CAP mainly produced surpluses, especially in
the dairy sector. An element of flexibility had therefore to be introduced.
Loca1 structures had to be developed so that basic products could be
processed immediately for various markets. The structural policy had at
present too few resources to attain this objective and was too rigid to be
adapted to the various situations. A st,udy would therefore have to be made
of the possibility of creating a cAP that was based on prices, with a
coresponsibility levy adapted to each of the regions, and backed up by a
structural PolicY.
Lastty, surpluses were criticized but it should not be forgotten that
in ten years the main problem in the world would be famine.
PTOfCSSOT PRIEBE
In reply to these speeches, Professor 4!9@ said that surpluses could not
be regarded as a blessing. What mattered was to ensure a high degree of
self-sufficiency in order to avoid the situation of the countries of the Eastern
bloc. However, it was not Sroesible to determlne what stocks of foodstuffs it
was deeirable for a country to have in theorjri that was a political decision.
What was certain neverthelessr was that there had to be stocks of basic products
that were not perishable, such as cereals.
when one considered the money spent on the milk sector, mainly to cover
storage costs and export subsidies, it was quite reasonable to ask whether
it could not be used in a way that directly benefitted producers.
The reduction in the number of paid agricultural workers over the
past twenty years meant that the family farm was still a going concern.
However, its strength gave cause for concern in that increased production
could result in surpluses. A'guota system, on the other hand, would mean the
end of free agriculture. It should not therefore be accepted.
The deficiency payments system could not be transferred to the
Corffnunity. It was in fact applicable only to a country that imported most
of its foodstuffs. Nor should it be forgotten that the system was tied up
with production quotas.
cornrnunity surpluses were partly imported since farmers used imported
animal feed and energy in order to increase production.
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The development aid policy should not be used to export surpluses.
Countries shouldratherbe taught to become self-sufficient in order to
avoid future disaster because of the population explosion in developing
countries. Last1y, a minimum number of farmers had to be kept on the land
othenri.se who would fill the granaries said Professor PRIEBE, in an
allueion to a work he had published 25 years earlier"
o
oo
o
The chairman thanked Professor PRIEEE and the other speakers.
fhe meeting was adjourned at 7.55 p.m.
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I'tinutes of the seminar of Thursd.ay, 26 October L978
Speaker : Professor PRIEBE
Subject : 1[he role of agriculture in the Community
Ttre chairman, I,1r CAILLAVET, opened the meeting at 9 a.m. and called
on Professor PRIEBE.
Profeeeor PRIBE approved the principles and fundatnental
objectives of the common agricultural policy but criticized the operation
of the market organizations where the price policy was geared excessively
to income support. Prices had a considerable effect on production trends,
and surpluses resulted from the system of guaranteed saIes. The dual
funetion of agricultural prices, i.e. support for farmers' incomes and
product guidance, created conf.lict. To resolve this conflict, the
Community should consider redirecting the agricultural policy, tc,vrards
finding new incomes pol-icy measures which would bring prices more into line
with the balance of the market.
At the same tine he rejected deficiency payments since they were
always linked to quotas and this represented an unwarranted interference
with the farmer'e freedom to decide what he produced.
After analyeing the major drawbacks of the current system of,price
fixing and guaranteed sales, Professor PRIEBE came to the conclusion that the
Conununity should opt for a system which freed prices from the dual function
he had mentioned earlier, and that this could be achieved without making
fundamental changes to the common market organizations. In practice, if the
price rises required for the incomes policy were not acceptable beeause of
the situation on the market, this would mean granting additional subsidies
irrespective of production. In this context, Prof. PRIEtsE advocated a direct
income subsidy per farm area. This would be the best basis for'allocating
subsidies; if subsidies were granted r*ithout referehce to produbtion there
would be less incentive to produce more. One advantage of thi's system eras
that it would contrlbute to an improvement in income diEtribution within the
agricultural sector by maklng it poesible to differentiate the area subsidy
according to criteria such as farm sLze, type of production or natural pro-
duction conditions. This system would also encourage extensive types of
agriculture which could lead to a cutback in expenditure.
On the other hand, further savings could re.sul.t from a smaller increase
in producer priccs and more stable markets if consumer prices for foodstuffs
rose less.
He was in favour of a more widespread implementation of the
provisions of the directive on mountain and hill farming and farming in
less-favoured areas on the basis of which direct income subsidies were
already granted.
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Irr tLIe ei)sulrrq ciiscussiion Mr KLINKER anc Ivlr TOLI{AN drew partrcular
attention t--L' the prac{.:-cr1 difficulties which wouid arise if a system of
riirect area suhsrdies wats introduced in aIl. the Community countries.
Mr SOURY i:eferreC t::';ire fact that Lhe farming organizations in the various
Member St-;rt-es r+ere sai-d Lo he very sceptical about such a system and that
it uoul.i L-t,;rrl to inc:eas.: Lhe d:-sparities betiveerr tlie Communi'cy's developed
rerTi-r:ns ani rt-s poorer: areas. Illr JOXE' t]).ought- t.hat t-he proposec system
Look rnsuf fr::ient account- of t-l're vast def f,erences in agriculture in the
various hember Sf-ates" I4r HUrStiES anri i"tr I{OFFlvl,lNr said that it would not be
'/er:y atErcrctrve on the whole for the lcrrger farrns vrhich profited most fro,r,
the ':urrent- system, while i,here vra$ no proof tha'i: rl wc'uld substantially
impiio'rre the position cf the smal-Ier farms. changes on the agricultural
policy to include ,:lirect ar:ea suLrsidies were, therefc,::e, scareely acceptable
in politicaI terms.
itlr LTGTCS ard Mr BERSANI said. that tl'Ie system gave rise to quest.ions
concerning the possible effec-ts of fixing production ceirings for the
agricultural and relace<L seeLors and how this nighi: affect ernpJ.oyment.
Mrs DUNWOODY f,elt t.h.a+: arlthough efforts must be made to achieve greater
eguality in aEricuiu,..li';r I inccrnes, the generaJ. feeling was that it was
doirl>tful whether +-.i-:e propcsei sr"stem corrld a.chie-re the oblective. There
was no guaranlee that iL. wcruld increase r-he productivity and profitability
of the smaller farms, an<1 1rr was 
-eeared. LhaE if the producers lrrere r)o
Ionger guaranteed profrtable prices, then agriculture would no longer be an
integral part: of Lhe economy in general, anc the imbalance between
agricultural prices and prices in the other economic sectors would worsen.
Mr FrUh said thal- it was nct tr.te to ctaim that the present agricultural
policy was based soIely on a pr r-ce pclrcy, since a start had been made a
few years ago on a conirnon sr-ructural- pr:lic7 ancl a soc:ar and regional
policy; furthermore, a tretter solr-rtj-on to tlie basic problems could be found
in a cont.inued artd consisteni developmetrt. of these policies, together with
an effective structural. pol1cy desi.gneC Lo ensure the most efficient alloca-
tion of agricultural- production factorsn than j-n an area subsidies system.
Prof. ILr'8BE answered the pcints raised., sayinq Lhat he was fulry aware
that in the political reality of the present progress towards European
integraticn, the farmers involved an<l the politicians repre.senting farming
interests r.vere unwiliinE to accept the practical application of a system
simply developed in theor:etical Lerms. Hc-:rde,rel:, he felt that hi-s proposal
would mitigate the a,iverse effects of the present common agricultural
policy. Ihere was no need to intro<luce a totally new system, but the area
subsid.j-es representeti a reasonable conrpromi-se anrl wculd help to solve the
problem of surpluses in a way wh:i-ch dj-<l no,i enLail government directiorr.
ILre farmers 'niorrld be gtraranteed a specifie basic income. The furrdamental
objectives ri.f the cor'r(orr agricultural prrlicy rvcLrlrl remain inviolaLe,, but at the
eamo time it, vrc;tr1<1 l:c ;rctusii..rIe to m.ake cons j.ck:rab1c fj.nancial sau:i.ngs.
- 
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Subject: Effects of the cormoil ag::rcultural policy on external
re Iations (Ivlr )E'.'['LTLF I
Sub ject: Special Lzr'tic'r- of agr:-cult-urai production at international
level (Mr iOi-uAN)
I,'!r TOLMAIi rntrodr:cerl lvi:- DEI'fi]--r''s wcrking,le6sillent on the effects
of +-he conrmon aqricult-urai poi-icy on e.'iEernai relations and his own
on the specializa';ion of agrj-cui;ural productjon at international
Ievel . te ref err:ed i n pert-icular to the enormor:.s t-echnologrcal Progress
and mor-.lernrzation which nad raken piace in rnodern agriculture and the
unprecedented opportunrties this offered. T'he process had aJ-ready led
to intensive spec'aIizatio,t. Mr TQIABN. d-retv particular attention to
the socral significance and eccnomic value whj.ch agriculture represented
in the Community ano in the deveiopt-i-rg countries.
Sub ject: Implicaticns r.'f the .-orrrrron
poorer develcr.in<' countries
agric'ui-tt.ra1 poli.cy for the
(Mr CIFARELLI)
Mr tirELsEN introduced Mr CIIARHLL| s working document on the
implications of the common agricuitural- polrcy for the poorer developing
countries. He noted that the export retunds granted under the
agriculturar policy, together with the disposal of surpluses on the
world market, had undermined the developing countries competitive
position and export potential. on the ;ther trand, there were acute
nutritional problerns and something had ro be rlone to rerieve them. fn
these circumstances there was an obligation to grant food aid from out
surpluses but this should be done as part of :r long-term plan worked out
in cl-ose cooperation with the recipient countries. The community ought
also to encourage the agricuiture of t-he cleveropin,T countries by making
available some of its immense resources of ,know-how,.
The chairman, Mrs DUNwooDy and rvr KLTNKER spoke in the ensuingdiscuesion of the pointe raised ir.r the working document.
Among the subjecLs discusseo was the substicutio, of importedproducts: because of the p:ice ratio obta..i_ni_rrg, produc Ls from thedeveloping countries were i-n fierce compet.ition with communityproducts (e.g" butter: and oteaginous products).
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Changes in the internal agricultural poJ-icy were also urged which
would enable the developing countries to increase their agricultural
exports. This was very important for the supply of raw materials to
the Community. The export refunds granted under the agricultur-a1
policy were condemned.
In conclusion, the United States' attitude in GATT was criticised
as was the low dollar exchange rate. ft was suggested that the
Community should seek compensation from the United States to offset
the disparity between the European unit of account and the dollar
rate. This would enable American exports to be brought more into
Iine wich the interests of the Community's farmers. Less American
aoya would be imported into the Community, while the revenue from this
levy could be used partly to finance deveJ-opment aid.
Discussion of these matters was held over until the afternoon
session, and the meeting adjourned at 12.45 p.m.
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.1,he meeting reopened at l4:OO hours with Ivtr ealf,f,aVg! in the chair.
ggDjggl, Development of the role of the
the formation of the cAP
ggligg!: The difficulties encountered by
in its efforts to influence the
Common Agricultural PoIicY .
-gb-iec.!r The improvement of the European
and external Proeedures
European Parliament in
. . i![r CORRIE
the European Parliament
development of the
. . }Ir H.-J. KLINKER
Parliament's internal
. . I'1T M. BREGEGERE
Dtr @. argued that the institutional system needed to be improved
and an outlet for the expertise of the Committee created. He felt that aII
were agreed that the Parliament should have a greater role. At present the
requirement to coneult Parliament uras being set aside, and little attention
wae paid by the Council to the Parliament's carefully deliberated opinions.
The Parliament should begin nohr to improve procedures. The present
i4embers had the necessary experience to do so. The new Committee would pro-
bably take a long time to find its feet. There vras a danger that the Parliament
would, in fact, lose ground following Direct Elections. The present Parliament
should lay the necessary strong foundations for the future.
The CAP had to adapt to the changed circumstances of enlargement. The
world of the I\,velve r^rould be different from that of the Nine. Yet the
committee do not have the influence necessary to bring about the required
flexibility. He believed that the directly-elected lt{embers would not tolerate
the existing system. Conflict with the Council qrculd be generated.
At the same time the constraintg of the Rome Treaty had to be recognized.
But it would be possible, by small steps, for the Parliament to increase its
role and its influence on development of the CAP.
One such way would be through the creation of more specialized product
committees. Such small groups as in the past could act as the basis for cross-
party agreements and provide the substance of major reports. Specialist
working groups would also make it possible for the Committee to participate
earlier in the legislative process, rather than as at present to run after
events and Eo give opinions on proposals which had been given their definitive
version.
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The Comrnittee wculd have tc look outwards to a much greater extent.
public hearirrgs wo.rld enable the Cornmj-ttee to have a eonstant and direct
contact with all thcse involved , n agrj-cul-tr-rre, and so obtain a better flow
of informaticn. I'he -irres of contact between interested circles and llt.P.'s
shoul-d be es-"abiished at a European J-evel and not be Limited to natiqral
Parliament s .
At the same ttr,e. t-he Commj-ttee would have to be reaListic and recognize
that the Comrnunity r/6s one of nine nations. There was a danger of a North,/
South split. Diversity of interests must be recognized.
Ilhe Committee shculd be prepared to acquit its role as a disseminator
of information. Tl:,r CAP had been blamed for all the iIIs of the Community.
Ttre Parliament should provide the basis for a r,rore balanced image: much of
agricultural spending vras to alleviate the problems of under-developed regions
and smal1 farms.
In order to influence, however, the Parliament itself required influence
over the developrnent of agricuitural policy. T'he instruments at hand, however,
were i1l-adapted.
The right of the Parliament to sack the Commission was not sufficiently
selective. It would be better if individual Commissioners could be censored
when they failed to implement what Farliament considered essential in policy.
The Partiament should also have a say in the nomination of Commissioners.
It was not possible to propose major changes in inter-institutional re-
lations, but change must take place. A number of steps could be taken which
would eventuaily change the rules of the political game at Community level.
I'he Partiament should use every instrument in its hands. This task was an
essential one. After the Direct Elections the Commission would require the
assistance of ^Parliament to an even greater extent if it was to carry out
the functions laid upon it by the Treaty.
For I4r KLINKER it was the clear duty of Parliament and the Committee to
examine the Parliament's role irr influencing future agricultural policy.
The Parliament had been kept at a distance to an increasing extent. It
was now rare for Commissioners to attend Committee debates. There was no
genuine dialogue as in the past. Proposals were defined by civil servants with
no political responsibility. Commissioner Ir4ansholt, when in office, had dis-
cussed, in depth, his proposals with tire Committee, and had even withdrawn
certaj-n; for example, the Commission had adopted the Committee on Agriculture's
proposals for the sugarmarket crganisation and had withdrawn their own. The
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farm price review was each year a classic case of the Parliament's voice
being ignored - even Commission officials were not aware of Parliament's
opinion. The responsible Commissioner and the President-in-Office of the
Council should be present at Committee debates on price proposals.
At present, the Parliament was often bypassed as proposals were modified
substantially in Council. The Parliament could not examine adequately re-
vised proposal-s since documents and information could not be supplied in
time so as to a1low for thorough debate.
Rules of Procedure would have to be established for the Committee on
Agriculture of a directly-elected Parliament, so as to oblige the Commissioner
and the President of Council to reply to the voice of the Ivlembers of Parliament.
I4r BREGEGERE pointed out that the institutional system laid down in the
Treaties no longer existed. The Commission presented only those proposals
which were Iikely to be accepted by the Council. This watered down the Euro-
pean element of policy and weakened the role of Parliament.
While i+- was true that the budgetary powers of the Parliament had been
enlarged, the consultation procedures were not respected. The other bodies
sought to maintain the privileged position of the Council and Commission.
He believed that the Parliament should seek to enlarge its right of
initiative by the procedure of annexing proposals for regulations in opinions
submitted to the Council. It would aiso be necessary to widen the field of
appJ-ication on the conciliation procedure.
The Parliament must be more imaginative if it were to increase its powers
and to give substantial form to the moral authority of a directly-elected
Parl.iament.
1[he 
.@[g welcomed the presence of Ivlr KOFOED, the former chairman
of the Committee on Agriculture and now Danish I"linister of Agriculture and
Ivlember of the Agricultural Council of Ministers.
l{r @ expressed his gratitude at
the results of the seminar had gone beyond
presence of Professor PRIEBE as supplying
Mr KOFOED opened by remarking on the difference between the Council of
Ministers on which he had sat in earlier years, and the present Council.
Previously Council deliberatione had been concerned more with general pro-
hlems 
- 
now Council discuased the detaile. This change had serious impl.ica-
tlong for future agrlcultural pollcy.
being present. He believed that
expectations. He welcomed the
a fresh apprcadr to problems.
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He confirmed the fact that the reports of Parliament rarely ascended to
ministerial Ievel. However the way to increase the influence of Parliament
was by such initiatives as the seminar. When the quality of the work was
high, the Parliament would be listened to.
Parliament also needed to make serious efforts in its public relations.
The work of the Committee should be presented to the press and television.
Through greater contact with the media, the Committee and Parliament would
have an impact on t'linisters.
He fel-t the Commission
Council had contributed to
The Par.l-iament itself
posals under time pressures
give in to the p::essure of
make itself respected.
had lost a sense of initiative and that the
this.
however, vras also at fault. It considered pro-
imposed by the Council. Parliament should not
the Council and Commission. Parliament should
Referring to the remarks of Mr KLfNKER he believed that the times were
now more complicated than in the days of ltlansholt. But Parliament should not
seek to discuss all details. Politicians \.rere drowning in details and turning
them into major political issues.
He was c--onfident that it would be possible to develop informal procedures
The Council would not refuse invitations to discuss major questions with the
Commi.ttee.
Ivlr W. @!EB, commenting on the reports of lt4r BREGEGERE and Mr KLINKER,
believed that the Parliament should aim to make its working procedures more
transparent and realistj-c.
He pointed out that the right of initiative already existed by means of
the own-initiati.re report procedure. He agreed with the proposal to establish
deadlines for the Commission to create lines of policy proposed by the Parlia-
ment.
on the Parliament's internal working procedures, the Parliament should
seek to make their work more transparent by means of irrcreased contact with
outside groups. Hearings would allow Parliament to involve itself and
estab1ish common ground of interests.
'lurninq to procedural queeLione, he believecl there should be a much
closer cooperation between Committees in drawing up reports so that opinions
would be taken more fully into account.
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Mr TOLMAN expressed his disappointment that important reports of the
Parliament were not taken into consideration by the CounciL. He believed
that in future Committee meetings should be held in public. He also argued
that Ivlinisters should be present at seminars while recognising there were
problems for l{inisters to make time available.
He pointed out that Itlinisters escaped control of national Parliaments
on the argument Lhat their hands could not be tied during Brussels negotia-
tions. This meant that they were free from Parliamentary control. It was
essential, therefore, that they should be directly responsible at the
European 1evel.
l4r LIGIOS agreed with the analysis of Mr CORRIE and I,1r KLINKER. Parl.ia-
ment submit'ted reports when requested, but those were not always requested by
Council. The Parliament needed to be more courageous and take for itself a
qreater pcllitical role.
Referring to the previous discussion on problems facing the CAP, he did
not believe the price policy wcruld allow for progress. Innovations were re-
guired. Subsidies based on area provided an attractive solution.
ItIr KLINKER emphasized the importance of agricultural policy for European
integration. He asked Minister ERTL whether the fixing of agricultural
prices below the leve1 of general price increases provide an adequate solution
to the problem of achieving market balance and reducing stocks.
Referring to the problems facing particular sectors, Mr KLINKER argued
that the holding of hearings would enable the Parliament to explain to the
public-at-1arge the problems and issues facing a European Agriculture Policy-
The Council, experts and the public should be invited to such hearings.
I,1r IrySEE_g. argued that there was no evidence that regulations adopted by
the Council in any way reflected opinions submitted by the Parliament. At
the same time the influence of the Parliament did not lie in legal arrange-
ments, but on the quality of its deliberations. The educational process was
one of the most important elements. European Ivlembers provided a source of
information and expertise in their national parliaments. The main problem
was to enoure that expertise had an influence upon the decisions of the
Council of iilinis ters.
Mr HUGHES referred to two cases in which the budgetary control of the
Parliament had been effectively set aside by the CounciI, and in which the
Commission and Council had refused to consider the application of the
conciliation procedure.
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He addressed therefore two questrons to the councir: how far the
Cor.rncil monitc-rred the expenditure carried out under its own decisions, and
to what exterlt- tl're Council would atlow conciliation procedure to be applied
in the agricultural sector.
He concluded by stating that one of the weaknesses of the agricultural
Committee was that it was not representative of all sectors of the population.
Mr 
.CLTNNINGHAI,I began by posing an apparent paradox; in his national
parliament he defended the sovereignty of the legislature; but on the European
Ierrel he supported the power of the Executive.
He argued that in Europe a Parliament had been set up which ideally
suited an unj-tary state; but the Commrrnity was most ununified.
The Unrted States posseesed a bicameral legislature. There was no
Community equivalent of the Senate. This favoured the power of the majority
against the irrterests of minorities. The lack of a suitable legislative
framework was the main reason why the European Parliament would not increase
its power. He believed that an equivalent to the Luxembourg compromise should
be built in to the Parliament's procedures. Until that occurred, power would
remain with the national parliaments.
For Mrs DUNWOODY the discussions in Committee provided a potentiat source
of interest and information for the public which was entirely lacking in the
Plenary Sessions. The politicat debate took place in Committee; while the
sessions hlere concerned with seeking concensus. It was essential that the
political discussions were held openly. When the Parliament hras prepared to
hold its Committee meetings in public it woutd begin to fulfill its role.
Parliaments vrere strong when openly discussing political differences. Until
the Parliament changed its procedure, the Council of Ministers would remain
the principal forum.
The Chairman welcomed the presence of Irlr ERTL, President-in-Office of the
Agricultural Councit of Ministers.
I4r ERTL expressed his understanding of the frustrations of the European
Parliament. He felt, however, that the main problem was the impact of the
reports of Parliament on the decisions of the Council. The situation was
unlikely to change until direct elections. The main prcblem was the quality
cf work. This was the real force of a Parliament.
The central question waa that raieed by l4r CUNNiNGFIAM concerning the
form of the Constitution of t-he Parliament. Clearly the Council of Ministers
was divided on the question of whether the Parliament should acquire greater
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powers. Though it was true that an advance in European integration could not
be achieved without granting the European Farliament greater responsibilities,
electorates still judged I'linisters on their defence of national interests.
Either the European Parliament would progress to a system of two chambers,
one of which would be the Council of Ministers, or else the Community would
continue the present schizophrenic situation, with the main questions being
judged in national terms and with the Executive escaping from parliamentary
control. Parliarnentary control was necessdrfr but majority voting in the
Counc.il would be possible only when Councit Ministers no longer represented
purely national interests.
Turning to problems of agricultural policy, Ivlr ERTL felt that too much
had been asked of the CAP. An historical error had been made in that the
founders of the Community had believed that in creating an agricultural policy,
they were laying the basis for other poticies. It has been thought possible
in the beginning to control monetary fluctuations. The result was that today
agricultural policy \^ras the sum total of a1t national interests. There were
no effective cOlrmon produetion objectives.
Welcoming the presence of Professor PRIEBE, Mr ERTL felt there vrere no
miraculous solutions. Politicians must remain in contact with the human
dimension. In Europe there still existed areas of agricultural poverty.
Given the diversity of conditions, a simple system of deficiency Payments
could not be applied, though such a system might work for certain products.
He did not believe that a subsidy by area was feasible. It was not possible
to question history. A decision had been taken to establish a particular
system, and it wae that systemwhich the majbrity preferred.
The unresolved problem in many areas was the social situation of small
producers. This required effective social and regional policies. Local
industry situated in agricultural areas was essential to prevent the exodus
from the countryside. Balanced structures were required.
In concluding I,1r ERTL stated that the bigger Community market had made
it possible to increase incomes for all agricultural producers. At the same
time the Community needed to maintain an open approach to the world. This
required worldwide cooperation to al1ow for the emergence of an international
division of production within a framework of export discipline. At the same
time one should not exaggerate the problems of surplus production in the
(lrrnrmUnit-y. l1rrason;tlllc etocks were requirerJ; for example, stocks of butter
r.tprc+cnl- ()nc k11o lror percon. It w.1g t-rue, however, that a more rational
system was required for skimmed miJ-k powder.
The Chaj-rman thanked the President-in-Office of the Agricultural Council
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Mr DEWUr'F argued that democracy irr the European parliament could notconsist of a mere confrontation of nationar interests. The probtem t.rcj.ngthe community was the labyrinth of national experts undermining the function-ing of the council' The role of the President-in-office shourd be tc establish
a European element to policy decisi-ons. rf one accepted the thesis that theCouncil ehould respond purely to the wishes of netionar cI€ctors, thcr€ couidexist no role for a European parliament.
concerning the negotiations in GATT, Mr DEwuLF asked how the president.-in-office could bring about more open discussions with other countries.
Iilr Lrcros referred to the proposals set out by professor PRTEBE and thestatement of the President-in-office that subsidies could not provide apanacea. He agreed that no simple solution existed; but when Mr ERTL saidthat the cAP had been set up in a particular period of time and could not be
changed' did this mean that the community should not try to seek sorutions tothe problems of surplus production.
l'1r ERTL described the role of the president-in-office as being a mi-ddle-
man who worked in close cooperation with the commission to find compromisesbetween the various nationar positions. Bilateral tarks were undertaken wherenecessary' Tt'is procedure imposed itself where unanimity in voting took prace.He defended the civil servants whether in Brussels or the nationar administra-ti-ons for being genera1ly more European than Ivlinisters. this refrec-ted thefact that national parliaments looked at political issues from a naticna.l
rather than a European viewpoint.
Referring to the question of Mr DEwuLF he stated that it was not possibreto have a continuous inventory of the merits and basis of the cAp. one pro_blem was that the public rerations of the commission r^rere totally inadequate.
On the question of suplus production, people should be aware of thecriticaL role of the united states. surpruses were created partly by the sub-stitrf,ionof imported produets. Negotiations in GATT could not advance untirthe developed countries courd reach an agreement on ln internatlonar divisionof labour' At the game time, one ehould not base poliey on estimates of futureproduction' cyclical effects shourd be taken into account and short-term
reactions avoided.
He v'as against area subsidies. These would freeze improvements
and quantity- Agriculture must be abre to deverop. subsidies wourdfood being more expensive, while such a system could not be abolishedhad been established. Subsidies, however, might. be a feasible system
certain products and disfavoured regions.
in quality
lead to
once it
for
- 
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Mr FRUH felt that the task of the President-in-Office in finding compro-
mises between national positions had been made more difficult by the fact that
so many governments had slender majorities. He felt that the unfavourable
image of the Community and the CAP was unjustified since there would have been
an increase in protectionism if they had not existed. The Community was blamed
for all iIIs, and successes were credited to national governments. Mr FRUH
asked whether it would not be possible for the President of Council to bring
more influence to bear on the question of the United States agricultural trade
balance and skim milk powder.
He pointed out that agricultural policy wae, in fact, a social policy.
tflas thig fact fully reaLLzed? Structurat policy should be based on social
objectiveg rather than merely on production criteria.
Mr TOLMAN argued that stocks were of more use to the consumer than to the
producer. He wanted to know what vrere the limits of stocks. Reports of pro-
posals for agricultural price freezes raised the question of whether it would
be possible to achieve a comparable income for farmers. He argued that the co-
responsibility tevy should be made into a permanent system to finance, to a
major extent, stocking and measures to increase consumption of surplus production.
Mr ERTL vrelcomed the fact that the Community was one of stability. Trhe
image of the Community was much better outside than inside its borders. fhis
was shown by the request for entry by Greece, Spain ano Portugal.
'I,ur:nlng to relations with the United States he Btated that the Community
was the largest open market in the world since the American market showed some
protectionist traite. Presldent Carter'e administration was a flexible one, yet
there were pfoblems to be faced from Congress. He had, for.example agreed to
consider trade in butter. It would not be wise tci start a trade war with the
United Statesr but the Community needed to demonstrate its firmness- )
Turning to the milk sector, Mr ERTL said that greater industrial produc-
tion should not be encouraged erhere alternative forms of production existed.
The Community should concentrate on the small and medium sized farms. He was against
any radical modification of structural policy. The Community should be flexible.
A11 types offt-rmewere required. He did think, however, that when a certain
Ievel of income was achieved that it would be appropriate f,or the State to cease
giving further lnvestment aid. JIe was against a future which consisted of
large farms and cities. The environment would be best maintained by conserving
stable rural areas and encouraging a wide range of viable agricultural acti'rities
and not by bureaucratic over-:regimentation by the State"
fhe Chairman thanked the President-in-Office.
The meeting was adjourned at 18.30.
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Friday, 27 October 1978
The meeting reopened at 9.30 a.m. with Mr Caillavet, chairman of the
Committee, in the chair.
The chairman, in drawing the conclusions of the work of the Seminar,
proposed that a double resofution, covering the two prineipal theines ehould
be drar.rn up by the chairman andthe secretariat. The resolutions upuld form
the bagie for debate in Committee and Parliament. The papers presented
during the seminar would be annexed. He proposed that the councir of
Ministere be invited to consider the conclusions contained in the report
before adoption of the price proposals. Ttris wouLd allow the European
Parliament to fulfill its proper role of participating in the development
of the CAP.
Mrs DIINWOODY supported this proposal to draw conerete conclusions from
the work of the seminar. She believed that a report should examine, in
greater detail, the external impact of the CAp.
l'lr DEWULF also welcomed the proposal of the chairman and considered
that the different opinions expressed in the eours,e of the Seminar should be
clearly contained within the resolution.
ttr KLINKER emphasized the need to present the resrrlts of the Seminar to
pubrie opinion and to ensure that they were given proper pubricity.
IYlr HALVGAARD coneidered that particular emphasis should be given to the
subjeets relating to the improvement of the Common Agricultural policy.
Mr DEIiIULF asked when the minutes would be available?
!'1r SCHIttIDt stated that the report should be made available before
digcuseion of the agricultural prices, that is for the December session.
Mr KLINKER emphasized the need to preaent the results of the Seminar
before pubric opinion, with a minimum of deray. He suggested a press
comnuniqu6.
The chairman agreed that a detailed communiqu6 should be rapidly publi-
shed so aa to demonstrate that the Committee devoted coneiderable time to
considering the fundamental questions facing Europe. Trrro resolutions would
be drawn up for a debate with the council and before parliament. The
resolutions should reflect the various opinions expressed in the eourse of
the Seminar.
Mrs DUNW0ODY emphasized the necessity to continue the debate opened in
the course of the Seminar.
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The chairman agreed that the Seminar represented the beginning of a
debate which woutd be continued in the future. rhd fir;t task of the Committee
would be to draw up a political resolution which would stimulate public opinion
and prepare discussion within the directly elected Parliament.
Mr HOUDET thanked the Members of the Committee for t-he invitation to
participate in the Seminar. Referring to the Stresa Conference of July 1958,
and the important role played by Mansholt, he emphasized the very great pro-
bleme which had been encountered in developing a common policy out of very
opposed national policies. The Conference had succeeded in defining the three
main principles of the CAP: unity of the markets, common prices and Community
preference. The progress which had been achieved should be considered before
undertaking criticisms of the CAP. He congratulated the Committee on having
discussed so freely these fundamental questions and emphasized that if Europe
turned inwards without coneidering the necelaity to exPort, the problem of
surpluses would never be solved. He concluded by emphasizing his attachment
to the work of the Committee and to the progress in constructing the European
Community.
Mrs DUNWOODY expressed the pleasure which a11 Members felt of having the
occagion to eee l,!r Houdet in the Committee once again.
The Seminar concluded at 10.00 a.m.
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DISCUSSION BErWEEN MR ERTL, PRESIDENT-IN-OFFICE OF THE
outrine of the speech by the president-in-office of the council on
relations between the council and the European parliament hrith regard to
the Conmron Agricultural policy.
A. Problems concernins the consultatiors as understood bv the
European Parliament:
( a ) !9 lqy- 1! 
-b 9.1 gr!g-9 9!s-9_1!q! t9!e
Replv: The council undertakes consultations with the European
Parliament as soon as it receives proposals from the
Conuniss ion.
( b ) Erge9 I lye 
-s99 -9! -!bS- egsr gelgv-s glEg-lte! r gl-pr 99ggtr9
Replv: rn accordance with its undertakings, the council makes
as little use as possible of the emergency consultation
procedure. But comperlingl reasons sometimes oblige the
Council to use this procedure 
- for example, where a
legal vacuum has to be avoided.
( c ) Qugg!rslsble-legel-!egre-e!-83!v-BgsuIs!19!s_s!g_le9E_91
e9!9sl! 3! 191_9I_!b9_E!:epe3!_!3rl reTe!!
In a Resolution of 15 June 1978 the European parliament censured
the council for using as a basis, when adopting Regurations such
as those on fisheries, citations that were too vague (,'having
regard to the Treaty,') or on Article IO3, neither of which, in
the eyes of the Members of the European parliament, provided an
adequate tegal basisl.
Rep-]y 
'
1. The measures criticized by the European parriament shourd not
be seen as an integral part of the conunon risheries policy
but as measures to dear with a short-term situation in which
certain fish stocks are threatened with extinction. These
lrt
on
Jakobeen, then President-in-office of the councir, made a statementthis point to the European partiament.
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short-term measures have been taken pending the introduction
of a coherent and overall Common Fisheries Policy and the
adoption of basic Regulations, regarding which the customary
distinctic;r wiIl be made between measures on which consultation
of the European Parliament is mandatory and those of a purely
administrative nature for which no consultation is required.
The purpose of Article 103 (conjunctional policy) is much
broader than the European Parliament believes it to be in its
Resolution, which makes reference only to short-term measures
for deating with situations of extreme urgency.
The Council has invoked Article 103 only when the (often
critical) circumstances have required very prompt action; in
most cases such measures have been of limited duration. where
their retention has appeared justified, they have been the
subject of further ProPosals based on Article 43. This also
accords with the case law of the Court of Justice (cf- the
BALKAN case), which declared the application of Article 103 to
be admissible in the case of the immediate and urgent intro-
duction of the system of monetary comPensatory amounts, subject
to their eventual incorporation in the Common Agricultural
Policy.
Takinq account of the Opinion of the European Parliament
(a) Complaint to the Council that it does not take sufficient account
---L-----
of the opinion of the Europea!-!11.1-ig[9]!c.-P3l!i99]gIlx-81!b
r9g9rq-!9-Pr ]99-I1r1!g
Reply:
The Council always takes account of the opinion of the EuroPean
Parliament, particularly in the case of the fixing of agricultural
prices. If the European Parliament has made its Opinion knourn
sufficiently early, it can be taken into account even in the
preparatory work. The President-in-Office of the Council is
generally present at tshe European Parliament's debates on prices-
'Ihis complaint is certainly unwarranted in the case of the prices
fixed for 1978, for which considerable account was taken of the
Opinion of the Buropean Parliament. The Council acted as follor,rs:
- 
it follorred a cautious prices policy as proPosed by the
Commission and approved by the European Parliament;
2.
3.
B.
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- in the structural sphere the Council atso follcwed the
commission proposars as supported by the European parliament,
although it took the step of limiting the financial consequences
of these proposals.
The outcome of the council's discussions on agri-culturar prices,
like the outcome of the European parriamenr-'s debates on this
question, is based on a political compromise. The European
Parliament knorrrs that it is very difficurt to achieve such
compromises: the European Parliament itself has sometimes been
unable to obtain a sufficient majority for an unequivocal solution.
( b ) Besee e!-!t-lEe-Es:epe3t-Ssrlleeel! 
-!9:-!Ee-s gtslUettg!-pr gsggsre
! 9_!e_3pplre9_il_rgepes! 
_9!_lstlsel!sr31 _p!199e
Reply:
As the conciliation procedure concerns only acts whose adoption is
not required under previously existing acts, which is not the case
for the fixing of agriculturar prices, the conciliation procedure
is not applicable in this instance. In thi-s connection, reference
may be made to the Joint Declaration by the European parriament,
the council and the commission which was pubrished in official
Journal No. C 89 of 22 April L975.
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-TOIIIUTDS A SOLUTION OF THE CONFIJIflI BEt',[tEEN INCO]IE$ AND IaRKET POIJICIES
by Professor Hermann Priebe
If there is disagreement about the Conunon Agricultural Policy, it is not
so much about where the policy has gone wrong as about the reasons why,
and hcrv,r further expensive mistakes can be Prevented in future.
While it may be contended that the creation of a common agricultural
market for 260 million people is a positive achievement and that the
consumer ie offered a wide range of high-quality foods at relatively
stable prices, it is impoeeible to overlook the Cornnron Aqricultural
Poticy's failuree:
- Irlarket imbalances and structural surpluses are on the inCrease;
- 
The burden on public exchequers continues to grorrr;
- Rising farm prices affect consumers and obstruct anti-inflation
policies;
- 
The surpluses are linked with misallocation of production factors
(capital and manpo*er); and
- External economic factors strain vital economic relations, limiting
export opportunities for many third world countries and causing
disturbances on international markets as a result of dumping.
The caugee of theee imbalances are Eo be found not so much in the system
itself as in the way market regulationa are appl ied, Ehe tendency to
gear prices to farmers' incomes, and in unlimited sales guarantees.
It may justifiably be said that the EEC market orqanization svstem was
originally an improvement on the wide range of partly conflicting national
agricultural regulations which it replaced. And by doing away with all
subsidiesr euota regulaLions, special bilateral agreements and other
barriers to trade, it also seemed to fit in better with a market economy
system.
Since then, however, we have come some way from the liberal principles of
the early days and are nov,r caught up in a niqhtmare of aqricultural
f.Igg!_Ig!li_sm. Thousande of agricultural regulatione - over 95% of all
tlF:C regul at ir.rne - have gr:ne into t-he minutest- det.ai1, dcrrn to Beveral
decimal placee, but no-one has managed to keep a firm grasp on the key
economic and political facts on the left-hand side of the decimal point.
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The decision-makers have become the prisoners of a slzstem in which proposals
put up by technical experts at the Commission in Brussels start off a
highry invorved procedure and the councir of Ministers ends up taking
decisions which are nonsensical from the economic and agricultural point
of view, simply for fear of jeopardising the process of integration by
rejecting them. Today action is already being taken to reintroduce such
once discredited dirigiste measures as quota revels and compulsory
purchases of surplus products by the community, further distortinq the
market economy.
From the very beginning, the dual function of farm prices, and the fact
that they were laid dorn by political bodies, was a weak point in the
Ey.slem. A pricing policy designed to safeguard producers' earnings and
at the same time to regulate supply and demand is bound to read to
increasing conflict wherever pri-ces are determined by political decision
and not by market forces.
It is askinq too much of political bodies to strike the right economic
balance between the influences of prices on earnings, which is clearly
perceivable, and their impact on market equilibrium, which is more difficult
to assess. The question that arises from ten years' experience with the
common Agricultural Poricy, is hovr this conftict can be defused, by
eliminating the dual price functi-on.
A further factor is the forced expansion of production capacity throuqh
the structural policv. High capital expenditure is subsidized with the
aim of creating profitable farms and simultaneously reducing the agricultural
labour force, but such investment is a mistake in practice, as increased
farm production exacerbates market pressures or directry adds to the
surpluses.
fhe present agricultural policy has far-reaching and disturbing impli-
cations in various areas:
(I) Disparities in earninqs within agriculture are
cannot be expected to narrow while the present prices
cont inues .
growing wider and
and support policy
(2) Reqionalrv differentiated structurar development leads to an
excessive concentration of agriculture, combined with the over-utiliza!ion
of land and environmental problems in certain areas, and at the same time
to the withdrawal of agriculture from areas which have a recreational
value or are even assisted regions in which public funds are being investecl
in order to develop the economy as a whoIe. In this way present agricultural
JroJ i cy ?ras the ef fect of :
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counteractrng regional poli-cy, and
reducing the social support functj-on of agriculture.
(3) A further consequence is the misa]location of aqrj-cuItural production,
insofar as natural sources of energy and feedingstuffs in grassland areas
are neglected in favour of imports. This trend runs counter to the CAP
objective of safeguarding supplies and conflicts with the current require-
ment to make the fullest possible use of domestic sources of energy.
The conclusion from the foregoing analysis of the situation and current
trends is that a reorientation of the Common Agricultural Policy w-i. 11 very
soon beconre essential. For various reasons it will no longer be possible
to meet the entire cost of raising farmers' incomes through the prices
policy. 'Ihe sooner decisions are taken on new alternatives, the greater
will be the advantages to agriculture and the savings to the economy as a
whoIe.
The limitations of the current prices policy may be clearly seen from the
foll,owing facts:
(f) Annual growth rates of aqri-cultural production in the Community lie
between 2% and 3,"2, with demand between l% and 2%. Thj.s imbalance is 1ike1.1'
to be exacerbated as the trend continues, for demand u'ill stagnate as the
population declines, and the leveI of surplus production continues
unpredictable. If the present policy is continued, surpluses of chaotic
dimensions may be expected in the early 1980's.
(2) Nor is there any prospect of substantial relief from the internationa.l
markert- After a temporary reversal of the trend around 1-973-1974, inter-
national market prices for farm products have settled at a lower level.
There is no comrnercial demand at the Community's high farm price leveIs
to justify the expansion of European farm production.
(3) The qrovring financial expenditure on market policy places a heavy
lffE{en on the economv. In 1974 about trvo-thirds of the DM 11,200 million
of market organizati-on expenditure was spent on int.ervention products with
guaranteed prlces (wheat, sugar, milk, beef). By 1976 the figure for
market organization expenditure was DM l-8,900 mil1ion. Structural surpluses
entail further expenditure on storage and industrial reprocessing, which
uses public money but is of no benefit to agriculture.
(4) The Community's room for manoeuvre in its external economic relations
is restricted by increased self-sufficiency. Europe will come under
increasing pressure from the outside world to open up,its agricultural
markets and wiIl be forced to make concessions for overriding political
reasons.
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(5) In every country of Europe, concern for economic stabilitv requires
that agriculturar prices should be herd as steady as possible as food
accounts for a high proportion (between 2@/" and 3@/") of consumer spending.
Iiowever, insuff icient allotvance is made for the cumulative effect of price
increases on the riginq coet of farm production in general. Almost 35%
of expenditure on materials - 5@/" in the processing trade 
- goes on
feedingstuffs and previous processing of an agricultural nature, the cost
of which rises with every farm price increase and prompts further demands
for price rises.
The qeneral effect of this, for various reasons, might be to produce a
situation in which price rises which were justified for incomes policy
reasons could not be carried through. The suggesled inference is that an
essential part of any reorientation of the agricurturar poricy must be
to seek new incomes policv quidelines. To this end the following twelve
propositions are suggested:
1.Reorientationshou1dstartfromthebasisof@
are ncnr established, and should therefore aim to complement the systenr
rather than change it, and to use the instruments of the common Agricultural
Policy, taking account of its basic principres of free trade, community
preference and financiar solidarity, in a more purposefur way.
For the same reason the proposed solution of planninf and quota systems
for aqricul!]traL lEellu!:tion should be reiected. This would only hamper
agricultural development and widen the distance between the agricultural
policy and the market economy. Furthermore, the i-ntroduction of quotas
would not make decisions any easier for the relevant political bodies to
take, but would give rise to further political difficulties.
2. A nervr conception of incomes policv shoutd relieve
dual function, thus perhaps also easing the political
with price f ixing. Ihis ould be done through direct
wj-thout any fundamental change in the system of Common
and ln such a way that:
prices of their
strains associated
income support,
Iqarket organizat ions
- 
prices were more closely geared to market balance, and
- minimum earnings were also guaranteed without reference to production.
rn this way a combined rncomes policv svstem courd in practice be created
out of balanced prices and direct incomes subsidies.
3. To give practical substance to the farm policy debate, specific basic
criteria should be agreed for the aqricultural market policy:
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(a)
(b)
Maintenance of a predominantly home-based food production system to
meet basic food needs without the risk of import-dependence, at
unifofm consumer prices. This also implies making the fullest
possible use of home-produced feedingstuffs and energy sourcesi
The market should remain open, leaving a certain import marqin, so
as to make the market regulations easier to handle, promote foreign
trade and ensure that EuroPean agriculture is not completely shielded
from world conPetition ;
(c) Por this reason it would be sensible to lay dorn specific supplv
tarqets for individual products and consumer goods.
4. With t-hese principles in mind, there should be an annual adiustment
of guidance and intervention prices to the market situation. Producers
could conceivably share the cost of any surpluses by being charged a levy
when stocks exceed predetermined levels. This would amount in practice to
a voluntary price reduction, but one which could only take effect in the
event of certain market and production trends. UnIike the production quota
system, this arrangement would fulty preserve farmers' ptanning freedom.
5. In the debate on agricultural policy, the impact of prices on production
trendg hae been disputed in some quarters, and increased production is said
to be more of an independent phenomenon, influenced by progress in farming
techniques. h'hile it is true that the price elasticity of supply, dependent
as it is on a number of factors, cannot be accurately forecast, the strong
impact of prices on production levels can be seen simply by taking a 1ook
at the way the EEC has developed. The 1964 decision to introduce a common
cereals price led to an average price increase of Ll.8":/", but one of 13Op/" in
France, the country with the largest reserve of production capacity. The
corresponding rise in production quickly follcrwed, with France taking the
lead. In spite of this, both reserved productive capacity and farmers'
po\^7ers of economic reasoning were persistently underestimated at every
aubsequent price increaee. Yet technical progress is not an independent
factor; it ie on the baeie of prices that farmers decide if and hcnr
technical improvemente should be applied, what investments to make and
hence whether to increase production.
6. In order to reduce the price stimulus to increased production, income
support must be qranted independentlv of production. The extent of support
could be cieteimined initially on the basis of price rises which were
defensibre on incomes policy grounds but impossibre for market poricy
reasons. From the farmers' point of view, however, the longer-term fixing
of minimum earnings levels would be preferable.
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7. As the criterion for attocatinq income subsidies. preference should
be given to the surface area farmed. Earnings-related subsidies would
confrict with the principle of productivity; in any case, the requisite
documentation does not exist. Grants made on the basis of herd stze, the
practice folloped in the hilt-farming progranme, are not completely
unrelated to production, as they encourage farmers at least to maintain
the herd size which is e1i9ib1e for subsidies and so obstruct the aim of
more extensive farming.
Longer term surface area subsidies are also a way of encouraqinq extensive
production methods, which is likely to result in a slackening of the rate
of production increase. Tleus, to take an example, incomes subsidies of
DM 100 per hectare would, taking the average test farm in the agricultural
report with a yield per hectare of DI4 3,671, increase farm earnings by just
under 8%. On intensive farms in rich farmland areas with yields of about.
DM 6,500 per hectare, earnings are so high that a subsidy of this size
would rePresent only a 2.5% increase. On the other hand, the same subsidy
would boost earnings on extensive fodder cultivation farms with a yield of
only DI,l 2,OOO per hectare by L?/"-13%.
8. l4inimum earnings based on area subsidies also havettre advantage of
being compretery independent of production, and do not limit farmers'
planning freedom in any way. Administration and control is also fairly
straightfonrard, as experience with the allocation of revaluation compens-
ation has shov,,n in the Federal Republic.
Some differentiation in surface area subsidies would also be conceivable
to improve income <Llstribution in agriculture. Possible criteria here
would be farm size, type of production or natural production conditions.
This suggests that provision might be made for a declining scale of subsidies
as farm size increases, white areas with predominantly fodder-based
production, poor soil and climate should receive preferential treatment in
the allocation of subsidies. A system on these lines has been devised by:
a committee of experts set up by the Eidgeniissischer Volkswirtschaft-
departement (Swiss Economic Department) and is to be introduced first in
the mountain regions of Svritzerlandl.
Surface area subsidies could also be linked wi-th remuneration for services
rendered bv aqriculture in the public interest, such as environmental
conservation and Preservation of the countryside. This would require the
allocation of subsi-dies to be linked to some minimum leveI of cultivation
of the area concerned.
1 S"" also the papers by Binswanqer and Miiller and Popp and Andereqq
belour on the same subject.
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(a)
10.
muat
with
(a)
(b)
(c)
It should note will have further effects
number of areas:
Where producer prices rise slc*rly and income subsidies are paid, a
shift in the burden of expenditure occurs: the consumer's food bill
is reCuced while the burden on public funds is correspondingly
increased by the Payment of subsidies;
The rate of production increase can be expected to slolr dovun, producing
corresponding , though the
full effect of these wiII be felt only in the longer term;
Tota1 savinqs to the economv occur as a result of a reduction in the
misallocation of production factors, in qnproductive spending on exPort
subsidies and in industrial reprocessing of surplus produce. Greater
budget security is another advantage: subsidies are firm expenditure
commit:nentg, whereas market organization expenditure cannot be accurately
estimated. FinaIly, with spending on food accounting for about 25%
of consumer outlay, a lovrer rate of increase in farm prices would go
quite some way to promoting stability;
Direct income benefits mav be expected in the aqricultural sector.
In the past farmers have not sufficiently realized that a high pro-
portion of the funds set aside for market organization does not reach
them but is'spent on storage costs, subsidizing exports and industrial
reprocessing of surpluses. Subsidies, on the other hand, are an
assured incomes component.
The financial room for manoeuvre afforded by a modified incomes policy
be seen in the context of the pronotion of agriculture as a whole -
the exception of eocial policy expenditure:
Expenditure on market orqanization is the most imporcant item. The,
extent to which costs can be reduced here depends on how successful
a firmly pursued price income support policy is in restoring market
equilibrium. So far, the dairy sector has accounted for the targest
share of the cost of development mistakes. The cost savings which may
be expected to follov'r from lower intervention prices should be used
to concentrate, for income distribution purposes, on fodder production
areasr.
other financial aid in the agricultural sector should be subjected to
critical ecrutiny, particularly where it provides a direct ineentive
to increaeed producEion, aa would happen, for instance, if energy
costB were reduced.
(d)
(b)
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(c) f'he |1]_1;9s1.'n_l-l^r,qJ-,rosE_nHre is a LrteP in ti-.e right clirectrcn. Its
underlyirrc ;:i,n is to cr.rsh.i<-rn certain regions aEainst the adverse
effecl..s of past pr:ices anrj sl-rr.rr:Lural poljcies, enabling farming and
p,.>t-,ulation sizes Lo be ma:r.rained ior: soclal reasons. This is why
,::xperi.iiture on the, h:-l I*far:m:ng p:i)c;ramr,e should he regarded as part
D!: tlie f trnds needcrl f or .:racnre si.rbs:Ld ies.
11. A 
_Lh_elplg.i11ga_in5l 
-r_el4-l.el{__c_J_.!-b9-_qgrreU,}'qqf a1 s__Lructural polr-eil would
i:e a furt-trr:r p::econdit-io.-r ror the success cf a new prices and inccrnes
nc) iey. .ti Dresent-n rscructural policy is crcnduct-ed by granting substantial.
;t:nsj.dies for investlnerrt t,o enlarqe procluction capaciti-, ancl is one of, the
!0?in causes of i(rereasqd;1g_q-fu"cgr_c.0. The public funds -invested for this
purpoee sho,: Id reac]: agricult-,:re jn a different r,,'ay, as direcL income
subsioies.
A_Spgmg!__gqr ic!:r lt ura 1 s_! S!-tsr-d i_-p_ojjq.y" is .c1geS! ig5abte in any see-e. It 1S
nonsensical to have uniform standards for agriculture frcm Denmark to
SiciIy; they were one reason l,rhyu Norway ciid rrot join the Community and
they wJ-ll- cause probie:ns witir +*I.e accessj-on of Greece and other Mecliterraneari
countr ies -
An agricultural structural poli.cy is rn essence the process of makinq
rnd::iragg-I a_qj.U_E!-me4_s_ af producij-on ancr 1i..ring standards to the dif ferrng
natural conditions and the historical- anC s>ciaI parameters of the various
Europearr cultul'a1 rerTions. Un j-f orm agriculcural structures are not just
uneconomic, but also contradict the principle of a federal Colununity. Eor
this reason, the rejectj-on of a cei),--ralized normative strucLural policy
does not impJy a relapse jnio natJ-onali.srn, hrut- a basic <iecj.sion in fa',,our
of a democratic Conu'.runity which derrves its strengt'h fronr. the vigorous
multlplicity of Europe.
12. Pinaily, a possible 
-changg__i-n inLra--European financial .flows must be
considered when plannj-ng the reorientai-ion of the prices and incomes
policy. Slcruer production increases are tike1.1r f-o reduce Lhe volume of
producti-on j-rr agricultural areas and thus a|s,: the cash flow from exports
and from t-he Agricultural Fund. Compensation will therefore have to be
sought, perhaps in a 
-stronqer reqlonal policy. Compared with the wastage
of public money on aEricultural surpluses, growth-orientated expenditure,
in the context of a Er:ropean Regi-onal Fol-icy, would benefj-t the common
Market economy as a whoie, providecl tha.. the purchasing por,rer of the
populatron of the present non-in<lustrraI, rural regions is therehy
strengthened.
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,THE EMERGENCE OF NEW TRENDS
Rapporteur: MT G. LIGIOS
1. Everyone talks about the most obvious defects of the CAP:
structural surpluses of some products, excessive costs, widening gap in
incomes and standard of living between the producers of the different
regions, high prices for consumerE, excesgive protectionism, deficiencies
in the structural and social sectors and breakdown of the single market.
Some of these defects are undoubtedly the results of forces outside the CAP,
notably monetary disorder and instability, and the failure to achieve inte-
gration in other Community policies. Hor,{ever, the root cause of some of
its worst flaws is a basic approach which haa gradually proved inadequate,
at teast in some sectors of production, for achieving the objectives laid
down in Article 39 of the Treaty.
I,,lore particularly, the idea of fixing common agricultural prices as a
means of ensuring incomes to producers, with an unlimited guarantee of inter-
vention for the main products, rather than ensuring correct management of
the market for supplies to consumers and responding to Community and world
needs, is increasingly coming under fire.
while artificial fixing of high prices leads to surplusres, market
disturbances and friction with third countries which accuse the Conrmunity
of protectionism and dumping, on the other hand freezing these prices or
allowing an increase lower than the cost of living would have serious social
repercussions for Community producers.
The taek of the Community inetitutions must therefore be to resolve
this dilemma by finding new waya both to guarantee adequate incomes to
producere and maintain market equilibrium and a balanced development of the
regions.
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2. The aim of this working document is to examine in outline whether
there is any significant reversal in trends or innovation in the CAP at
present which might help to eliminate the main defects mentioned above.
The most important decisions and proposals in this connection will be
explained brieEIy, with particular reference to the series of measures in
the price package for the agricultural year L978/79.
3. It should be emphasized from the outset that the averase increase
j.n price for this agricultural year was limit,ed to about 2.LO% which
already constitutes a change from past agricultural years: +3.9 % in 1977,
+7.7 % in L976, +9.6 % in 1975. Moreover, in the case of certain surplus
products, the increase was even more limited: intervention price for
skimmed milk powder +1.8 %, butter +2.06 %, soft wheat suitable for making
bread +L.25 % and the price of sugar \.ras actually reduced by 3.2 %.
The Council of Ministers now seems entrenched in its tendency to agree
on Iower increases than those called for by the professional organizations
and the Committee on Agriculture of the European Parliament, even though
the facts of ihe problem are completely distorted through manipulation of
the green currencies, at leaet in countriee with devalued currencies.
1t is difficult to say what effectE if any this attitude will have on
the future of the CAP, especially if the price-increase factor is extra-
polated from all the others. will there be an effort to improve producti-
vity and rationalize structures or merely an increase in production in an
effort to compcnsate for the low increase in unit price and relieve serious
social pressures? Or wiII the social categories concerned press for other
t)pes of compensation (income supplements, more effective structural aids,
aid of a social nature) ?
4. Other measures of an innovative nature concern efforts to reduce
surpluses of milk and dairy products. This does not refer to the normal
meaeures for disposal of these surpluses, ag for example erq)ort refunds for
which one thousand million EUA wae aLlocated in the 1978 budget, or to the
subsidy scheme for skimmed milk powder for feed for young calves (526
million EUA) nor the various limited measures such as milk distribution in
schools, butter for recipients of social security, or non-marketing premiums.
We are
prod uce rs,
or at least
partic ular
o ncerned here with those actions which directly affect the
co-responsibility levy, fixed at I.5 % for Eh.e L977/78 agricultural year,
subeeguently reduced to 0.5 % for the present agricultural year;
since they are aimed at persuading them to reduce milk productlon
to assume part of the burden involved. This concerns in
the following measures:
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proposal on the suspension of intervention buyinq of skimmed milk powder
from 1 october 1978 to the end of the L978/79 milk year. This measure
(coM(78) 80 final) is shortly to be reconsidered by the Council;
other proposals which will probably be officially presented with those
for the L979/8O agricultural prices concern the reduction of quarantees
and the imposition of a hiqh co-reeponsibility levy on milk producers
without grazLng lands, in other words those who rely exclusively on
lmported proteins (eoya beans) for cattle feed. These are genuine
industriee producing milk from imported soya beans (which is totally
exempt from duty), which have litt1e in common with the traditional farms.
5. In this same docunent, similar proposals have been made for the beef
and veal sector. There is provision for suspendinq intservention in a given
Member State or in a particular region when the price of a particular beef
quality is equal to or higher than the maximum buying-in price for the same
quality. This proposal was approved by the Council in Regula tLon gg5fiIL,
and could lead to a reduction in meat purchases of the order of 70,000
tonnes, and a saving of 40 million EUA.
The Comnrission has also recently presented a detailed programme for
restoring balance in the wine sector.
6. Apart from these measures to limit Communitv intervention, there are
others aimed at encouraqinq consumption of products where for some reason
or other such consumption is on the decline: competition from other
products, changes in consumer taste, etc. An example of this is the new
regutation on olive oil (Reg. L562/78 of 29 June 1978) 2, which provides
for consumption aid in respect of this product egual to the difference
between the production target price (minus the production aid) and the
market price.
As regards butter there is a whole series of measures in force to
eubsidize consumption: sale at reduced prices, like the 'Christmas butter'
of last year (50 mitlion u.a. was allocated for this operation) ; direct
aids to consumption granted by some llember States (with reimbursement by
the Community at 23 u.a. per 100 kilos) ; big price reductions for certa.in
social categories, such as recipients of social security, social establish-
ments (hospitals, orphanages etc.), the armed forces, the baking industry
and ice-cream producers, etc., These measures are aimed at reducing the
enormous existing gtock (466 thoueand tonnes at the end of August,i) and ats
promotlng consumption which is decl-ining for various reasona (competition
from margarine, cost, suppoeed harmful effects on health, etc.).
I o.l No. L 130, 18.5. 1978
2 ol No. L 185, 7.7.1g7a
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7. As regards the dismantling of monetary compensat,ory amounts, the same
applies as for the reduction of surpluses: in the face of increasi-ng
pressure from the groups concerned, the Commission has come up with
innovative and courageous proposals which never get past the Council
because of the forceful conflicts between the different interests involved.
These proposals concerned the automatic dismantling over 7 years of the
mca's, the introduction of a cut-off point for newly-established aid, and
the use of EUA's in the CAP.
However, the Council took decisions on only limited sectoral amendments,
for example in respect of pigrmeat.
8. One important innovation in the CAP is the applicaLion of a production
levv on ieoqlucosel aimed at partially meeting costs of exporting to third
countriee corresponding quantities of sugar with which isoglucose is in
direct competition. A eimilar system is in force for B quota susar.
The proposal also provides for a similar levy on ethvl alcohol of
aqricultural oriqin which has not yet been approved by the Council. The
so-called 'intervention levy' was to finance possible intervention costs
in this sector. In practical terms, a completely self-sufficient market
organization would have been set up without any financial assistance from
the EAGGF. This is a considerable innovation given the psychological and
practical difficulties of getting Itlember States to accept new and expensive
market organizations after the negative experience in other sectors.
9. Of a rather more limited scope at present are the measures for dlfect
aid to producers or mtegration of pri . Some market organizations have
already introduced them (durum wheat, oil seeds, hops, tobacco, seeds, dried
fodder) and othera have recently followed, notably peas and field beans used
in animal feedetuffe. A Commission proposal for a sinrilar system for aids
for early potatoee has encountered difficulties in the Council.
Clearly, these are just timid steps in one direction, the unglish
'deficiency payment' which many see, rightly or wrongly, as the universal
panacea for all the present ills of the CAP. In the 1978 budget, appro-
priations for aid to production in the abovementioned sectors stood at
barely Ll% of the overall expenditure of the EAGGF Guidance section
(roughly 7AO.4 million out of 6,960 million) ; by way of comparison, the
milk sector alone absorbs 4L.6 % of the total (2,895 million). But in t-he
draft budget for L979 the dorementioned percentage has fallen from 11 to B %.
No. 111.1/77, oJ No. L 7 34, 28.5.L977r- 
--
l(orr.
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10. while the cAP has taken only hesitant steps in the sector of direct
aid Lo producers, considerabre progress has been achieved on rggioqBrize_
tion. we are not concerned here rith
averaqe obtained in some community countries with devalued currencies, in
which regional disequilibria are usually greater, as a result of subsequent
substantial devaluation of the respective green currencies. These price
increases are more aPparent than real if one considers t.he high rates of
inflation in these countries and the increase in the cost of raw materials,
particularly those imported. Furthermore, the mechanism of monetary com-
pensatory amounts penalizes their agriculture, encouraging, with frontier
subsidies, importo clf agricultural products from countries with revalued
currenciee.
We are concerned here with the whole series of @
measures contained in the 'Mediterratrean package' recently approved by the
Council and which would provide for considerable financial aid by Lhe
Community. The following measures are involved z
- aid to the processing of peered tomatoes, tomato, concentrates and
tomato juice, peaches and plums;
- 
special measures already quoted for peas and field beans;
- amendments to Regulation No. 355/77 on the processinq and marketinq of
agricultural products, to improve the condiLions for projects implemented
in the Mezzogiorno and in the l,lediterranean regions of France through a
greater contribution by the EAGGF;
- 
acceleration of the conversion and restructuring of vineyards in the
Languedoc,/RoussilIon regio n ;
- 
acceleration of the irriqation programme in the Mezzogiorno (2G0 million
u.a. in 5 years);
- 
irnprovement of th" i.jl.!!.u.!o= in certain rural areas (electrification,
conduction of drinking water, rural road networks), in the Mezzogiorno,
in the mountain zones and less-favoured areas of Italy and in Southern
France;
- aid to producer associations (24 mirrion u.a. in 5 years) in rtaly and
for certain specified products in France and Belgium;
- 
structural measures in Western and Northern Ire1and.
other measures already prepared by the Commission and approved by the
European Parriament are on the way to being adopted by the council. They
concern notably forestry and the setting up of an aqricultural advisorv
eervice in Italy, and measureg conc€rning the H6rault and Corsica. AIso
being considered are amendmente to the L972 eLructural directive and aid to
the Benelux councriee and Ireland.
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Conc Iusion
11. Your rapporteur feels that certain clear trends can be noted from
the different, somewhat contradictory, elements outlined above:
- a clear tendency to maintain price increases expressed in u.a. within
much stricter limits than in the Past,
- the need to combat surpluses especially in mirk and dairy products, a
need keenly felt by public opinion, is finding expression only in
tentative steps at community level in the face of strong opposition from
the producersi however, the present situation cannot continue for much
longer;
- 
this is likewise true for the dismantling of monetarv compensatorv amounts;
- 
ner^r departures should also be mentioned, such as the self-financing of
market organizations and aids to consumption;
- 
the instrument of direct aids to producers seems at present unlikely to
be used in the cAP with arr the weight and importance it could have;
- 
finally, the effort being made to reqionalize the cAp through increased
aids for products (for example, processed fruit and vegetables) and for the
structures in regions hit,herto neglected (I*lediterranean package) should be
warmly welcomed also in view of the future enlargement of the Community.
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{XAEBVEUIION._B--4&E.Q! PAYMENTS? THE I\,1OST SUIT'ABLE CHOICE OF EACH PRODUCT
Rapporteur: Mr M. HTIGI#S
Preface
i. A common Agricultural Policy does not exist. It has never existed.
The only Person to have had a clear idea of a policy was Sicco t'tansholt;
and either he was completely misunderstod or he got the whole thing wrong.
ii- The present assortecl collection of meaaures making up the CAp are
founded on the principle of quantity: farmers are rewarded according
to the quantities they can sell into intervention.
The result has been that farmers are producing products that are not
wanted, in quantities thaL are not needed, and of a quality that does
not encourage additional consumption. We have wheat that eannot be
used for bread, milk powder that cannot be given away at any price, and
wine that is turned into alcohol of wtrich we already have a surplus.
iii. rf the effects of a system based on quantity were limited to questions
of managing surplrrs stocks, the present system would at least be a
starting base for a political discussion.
But the effects go far beyond this question of budgetary irresponsibility.
The social and environmentar implications are far more serious.
iv. The search for quantity has lead to the development of higher sophisti-
cated techniques, demanding high 1evels of investment and the use of
massive amounts of energy, fertilizers, feed stuffs (often imported)
and pesticides.
An agro-industrial complex has developed, similar in many ways to that
of the pharmaceutical and medicine industry. It preaches the concept
of the 'modern' farm. This has been enshrined in the present agri-
cultural policy. rarmers throughout the Community are encouraged to
produce quantities which are not needed, at costs which neither the
farmer nor the consumer can affortd. Farmers have run up massive
debts; and to keep standing sti11 financially 
- they must invest more
heavily.
v. The resurt has been to create two classes of farmers:
- those in the industrialized agricultural heartlands of Europe,
which so far have benefitted enormously from the present system
of industrialized farming, and
- those in the more peripheral regions which are being forced into
extinction by a system demanding quantity at any price, economic
or eocial.
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vi. The usual justification for the CAP is ihat 1t prevents rural- de-
population. But the present policies are the surest recipe for
ensuring the collapse of agriculture throughout many regions of the
Commun itY 
"
vii. In economie terms we have an agriculturaL policy which we can no longer
afford. The energy imputs cannot be justified; feedstuffs are imported
to produce food which is not required; and pesticides have replaced farm
Iabourers, who have been forced into towns to live on social security
or b1z sweeping streets. AII this in the name of creating a modern
agriculture. The dinosaur was almost certainly once very 'i ta mode'.
viii. The end of the road is not far a\rray. The techniques developed are
becoming inereasingly self-destructive. l,lodern plant strains have been
developed which, while producing enormous quantities, are no longer
resistant to disease. The genes of beef herds have been so highly
selected that bones can no longer carry the mass of flesh, and a netural
process of regreesion is now taking place: many charolais herds are now
producing perfectly round animals, but which never reach the size of a
Jersey cow.
Farmere have been encouraged to use fertilizers and pesticides which
they did not always know how best to employ. Exeeseive quantities are
dumged on the land: the richest agriculturaL region in the United States,
California, is now blowing in the wind as the soil has been reduced to
the fine dust of a desert. The rivers have been relegated to drains for
pest icides .
If ever, one day, the principle that the polluter should Pay were to be
applied to agriculture, the farming community will be presented with a
very heavy bill.
For the consumer, the ultimate raison d'etre of this whole Process,
finds increasingly that the food presented to him is inedibl-e and seeks
out thoee excegsivety expensive shops which market so-ca1led 'organic
health foode' .
x. Nobody is satisfied, not even the farmer who knows that he is destroying
the inheritance that he wishee to pass on to his sons.
xi. The present intervention system, based on producing quantities at ever-
increasing cost to the farmer and to the consumer, must be re-examined.
It is clear that in a few years truely modern farming throughout many
regions of the Community will be seeking to produce lesser quantities
with much lower costs. It is the cost imput side which we must con-
centrate on now rather than the output quantity side. European
agriculture hae the natural vocation to produce quality rather than
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quantity. Production methods must be developed which suit rocal con-
ditions, both physical and economic. This can only be achieved if the
preseut intervention system ig revieed.
xii. This is unlikely to happen: farming organizations are dominated by the
big producers who care little for the fate of the small farmer, even
while using the desperate position of the backward regions to justify
price increases from which they themserves rargely benefit. The
co-oPerative groupings have developed into bureaucratic structures
intimatery linked with the agro-industrial complexee, and which,
together with the intervention system, have deprived the individual
farmer of all sense of responsibility.
xiii. The intervention system will be changed one day. This is not a debate
which .is likely to hold the attentlon of the majority of the Committee
today.
But, even if we keep completely to logic of the present agrieultural
policy and work on the basis of present assumptions, it is clear that
in a number of sectors the present intervention mechanisms prodr:ce
neither reasonable incomes to the farmers nor acceptable prices to
the consumers.
xiv. We must make a clear distinction between those sectors in which the
intervention system works reasonably well today, and those sectors in
which it has demonstrably failed. The purpose of this paper is to
provide the concepts by which this vital distinction can be made.
- 
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The necessity to s-lipport aqricultural incomes
1. The problem of maintaining agricultural income at a reasonable leve1
presents inherent difficulties in all regions of the world. The aim of
maintaining parity in the development of incomes faces an initial difficulty
due to the varying rates of the cross Value Added in the agricultural and
the non-agricultural sectors.
2. Even with output per head increasing at an equal rate in the agricul-
tural and industrial sectors, the value of total agricultural produce is
likety to fa1l relative to the value of total industrial product. As a
result of the shift in the "terms of trade" over time, the farmer must offer
a greater quantity of agricultural produce to secure an equal amount of
industrial products. Consumers in the non-agricultural sector will be able
to purchase their food requirements at a relatively lower cost expressed in
value of their hourly wage earnings; if the trend continues, farmers will
suffer a drop in real income.
No amount of efficiency, nor a sustained growth in productivity, on the
part of the agricultural sector will be 1ikely to maintain comparable incomes.
Even in the case of a contraction of the agricultural population, action
would be required to ensure a smooth transition of the labour force.
3. There are two ways for farmers to come near to achieving and maintaining
incomes comparable to those in other sectors:
(a) by direct income grants or by price support for agricultural produce; and
(b) by contraction of production, either through restrictions on production
or by a reduction in the farming population.
Since it is unlikely that the farming population will contract at a
sufficient rate, particularly in a period of recession and high industrial
unemployment policies to maintain income or price leveIs wiIl be necessary.
Agricultural income/prrce Bupport and the consumer
4. Price/income support measures in favour of agricultural producers are
contested at tines on the grounds that an inefficient allocation of resources
will result, and lead to higher prices for consumers. It can be argued that
the opposite is true.
5. The degree of economic uncertainty is higher in agriculture than in any
other aecEor. The farmers face ingurmountable difficulties ln predicting
yleld anci prlce. Yield cannot be controlledrnor can they rely in aIl cases
upon higher pricee to offeet low yielde. with all capital invested in the
holding and past years of work, and with economic survivai dependent upon
the avoidance of large l-osses, the desire for survival will prevail above
the desire to maximize profits.
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Farmers, consequently, will seek to reduce uncertainty by diversification
of production, unless income/price guarantees are offered. The diversification
of production will lead, in turn, to lower incomes to farmers and,/or higher
prices to.consumers: diversification prevents the optimum allocation of
resources which requires a higher degree of specialization. The result wilI
be higher costs and prices.
6. This argumcnt shows that the debate on price support need not always fall
into the line of a conflict betwcen producers and consumers. Benefits may be
mutual. At the same time, of course, the argument cannot be used to defend
any particular level or instrument of support to prices and/or incomes.
7. It also demonstrates that the question of price support should not be
limited solely to protecting farmers' incomes. Supporc has a number of
economic effects. Support should be implemented in such a way, by the choice
of the appropriate instruments, so that these economic effects fulfil pre-
determined po,licy ob j ec_t_ive_s .
A better mix of instruments requ
8. The dairy sector is the most striking example of the policy implications
of a product for which a chronic market imbrlance exiets and on which a hlgh
proportion of the farming population depends for its livetihood with little
prospect of finding an alternative.
9. This situation exists in a number of the principal agricultural sectors
because of:
- 
the inherent tendency to create surplus independent of short term agri-
cultural price increases; and
- 
the lack of growth or even decline in consumption of a number of basic
agricultural products.
10. At the same time, the Community's agricultural policy must have the
courage to face up to the extremely serious and ever rnore pressing social
problems:
- 
the growing regional and national desparities in agricultural income; and
- 
the inability of present agricultural policies to provide sufficient income
for the smaller family farmers.
1I. It clearly follows from the points made above that an overall strategy
is required to deal with the four main problems facing the Common
Agricultural Policy.
Ilere the Community is faced with the basic dilemma: the Present policy
instruments provide the greateet aid to the largest producers who need it
teast; but if the smaller producers are helped more directly, this may slow
the structural improvements considered essential to maitrtain the income of
the agricultural sector as a whole.
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The essential aim is to maintain
Ievel. The problcm is the choice of
Primarv obiectives
agricultural incomes at a reasonable
the appropriate instruments.
12. In their broadest sense the most essential aims can be grouped under
three headings:
(a) Providing a reasonable income to the family farm, whilst ensuring
that consumption will not be restrained by excessive price increases.(b) Reducing the regional and sectoral divergencies in income, either ty
modification of the product price heirarchy or by direct measures.(c) optimizing the allocation of resources by encouraging the most appro-
priate Pattern of production, with policy instruments to encourage
specialization of production.
13. Present policics must be judged in the light of these three primary
objectives.
Limited effectivcnsss of price policv
L4. There are
be achieved by
15. It is also
production from
clear limits, political as well as economic, as to what
price policy in affecting the level of production.
true that price policy is relativery ineffective in directing
one product to another. 2
The smaller farmer, for exagrple, has few alternatives in its production
Patterns. For the small farmer in the northern countries of the Community
there is littIe alternative to mitk.
The production trends by sector confirm the relative lack of land
mobility within agriculture. It is extremely difficult for farmers to
improve incomes by increaeing the production of one product in relation to
another, in vicw of subetantial investmente required for the larger farmers
and the structural restraints of the smaller producer. The optiona open to
the majority of farmers are limited, particularly the most disfavoured by
climate, geography or structure.
The emphasis on the family farm may be justified in economic as well associal terms, given the family farm's greater flexibility to rapidly
changing market conditions; and diseconomies of increases in scile which
may result from problems of establishing the correct number of labour unitsfor the work required, increase in managerial complications, and theadditional investment requirements.
The possibilitieg for substitution are limited, without direct aids,between animal and vegetabre sectors, and even between dairy cows andbeef cattle. On the other hand, within crope, particularly wheatfeed graine and Bugar beet, a much higher llvel of subetitution appearsto have taken place.
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i6" A wj.der rilnge of noJ-iey instrr-rments is requireci; price policy alone
not sufficient" In order to do this, much greater thorrght must be given
the criteria used in the sel-ection of policy instruments.
C r_It€_Ejg_l oLEe I e.g_t_g1q p p.!;L c y i n s t r u m e n t s
77. The present intervention mechanisms appear to work effectively in a
rrumber of sectors, eereals for example. In ot.hers, such as beef, the present
instruments provide ncither adequate incomes to producers nor acceptable
prices t,r: ccrisrrmers" He::e action is crearty required. But awaiting upon a
crisis to determine whether the present priceT/income support measures are the
most effective j-s rrot a rat.ional approach. Nor does such an approach give a
clear indication as to the appropriate reforms.
18. Clearly there can be no pre-determined answers. The most appropriate
solution wi1J. depend upon the characteristics of each sector. The more
important factorl for each ;lroduct to be taken lnto account are as follows:
i. overall importan." 
"rb trendg of produetion and consuhption in tbe Communityii. importance of product,ion to the more disfavoured regions
iii. price elast j.city of demand
i';. degree of self-sufficiency
v. stability of world prices.
Advantaqes and disadvantaqes of each instrument
19. Given the limits of price policy as an instrument to direct agricultural
prodr-rction, and the need to regulate carefully intervention so as to support
agricultural incomes without slowing down structural development, a much
closer look must be made at the types of eupport mechanisms currently emptoyed
by the Common Agricultural Policy.
?here are fLve principal mechaniems:
(a) price support throuqh intervcntion buying;
(b) income support through direct payments;
(c) limits on production;
(d) measures to increase consumer demand; and
(e) improvements in marketing arrangements so as to narrow the gap betlveen
the farm gate and the prices to consumers.
24. Each instrument has disadvant,ages as weIl as advantages.
(a) Interventisn-bqyinq
In mosE cases thle Ie the leaat @xponsive policy to operate in tcrms of
Llre corp'rnunlty budgot, 
€xcopt, t.hat Ie, where demand is elastlc, aB in
f,he caes of the more oxpcnslve foods, euch ae bccf, chacec and ccrtain
fregh frult and vegetablee.
is
to
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open-ended intervention, however, is likeIy to lead to excessive
surpluses and, along wj-th protectionism, wilI inevitably lead to prices
above world leve1s.
Moreover, such policy will do little to hetp the small farmers.
(lr) Dr_rect income Pavments
,Ilris is J,ikely to be more expensive than market intervention, except in
the case of products for which demand is retatively elastic, such as
beef, cheese and certain fresh fruit and vegetables-
Such a policy is more like1y to help the smaller family farmer and to
reduce disparities in national and regional agricultural incomes.
On the other hand, such a system may act to slow down the desire to
increase the size of farms.
(c) Limits on Production
This is one of the most effective instruments for restraining surpluses
and maintaining agricultural incomes and is also likely to help the
smaller farmers in peripheral regions.
But these aims will be achieved at the expense of an increase in efficiency
from specializat.ion and may restrain the trend towards larger holdings -
(d) Increase in consumer demand
This aim is the most difficult to achieve, but the achievements of the
llilk tvlarketing Board in maintaining sales by means of publicity campaigns
and marketing techniques provide some evidence as to what can be
achieved by marketing methods.
The same aims can be achieved by directly subsidizing consumer prices.
The cost, however, is high and can only be justified in exceptional
cases where stiff price rises may lead to a fall in consumption which
may not be subsequently recovered. The situation of the dairy market in
the United Kingdom is a case where consumer subsidies are justified,
since demand has dropped sharply following a series of price increases-
(e) Increase in efficiencv
Such a policy will do little to improve the income of the farming
sector, since the benefit. will largely accrue to consumers, agricultural
incomes may even be decreased.
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Conc 1us ions
2L. The Common Agricult.rraI PoIicy cannot be considered to have tackled the
problems of surplus production in a number of major sectors, nor has it
provided the smaller iamily farmers with an adequate income. l'loreover, it
appears to have contributed to increasing the regional disparities between
the more developed and the less developed agricultural regions of the
Community. fn sum, it can be argued that the prccess, whereby the rich and
favoured have become richer and more favoured and the poor more disadvantaged,
has been reinforced.
22. Price/income suPport policies must be more closely adapted to the
characteristics of each sector.
23. The choice of instruments, in addition to social objectives, must reflect
the characteristics of each particular sector-
Ihere is a clear economic case, and even more evident social reasons for
introducing, without delay, a system of inconre suPPort (rather than market
price suPport) for those Products for which:
- demand ie elaetic and coneumption can be increased,
- self-sufficiencY is 1c,v'r,
- consumP"ion has been drastically reduced by existing price
1eve1s, or
- 
production should be encouraged in order to obtain a more balanced
overall Pattern of Production.
Income support measures should, therefore, be adopted in the follcmring
sectors:
- beef and veal
- sheePmeat
- dairy products, Particularly cheese
- certain fruit and vegeEal:Ies
- olive oi1, and
- 
vegetable proteins.
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SMALL FAMILY FARI4S OR 'I{ODERN' REFERENCE FARMS
Rapporteur: Mr A. LIO:IER
1. Ttre smail family farm is often contrasted with the modern agricultural
undertaking: it is held that people working in the former barely earn enough
to subsist, while people who live on the latter have an income comparable to
that of workers in other eectors and are able to make the investments
necessary for constant modernization of their farms, and thus share in general
economic develoPment-
2 - Ttre tlansholt plan was based on the astsumption that small family farms
hrere unProfitable and thus adverself influenced agricultural price formation'
since agricultural prices had to be high enough to assure their survival' and
their survival gave rise to surpluses. The plan therefore aimed to encourage
small farmers, who were often e1der1y, to J-eave farming, and by the necessary
structural reforms to enlarge holdings already profltable or capable of, develop-
n€nt so that they could meet the demands of economic competition'
3. With this in mind, Mansholt wanted to set up two kinds of undertaking -
production units, formed when several farmers agree to cornbine and t'ork
jointty (partlal amalgamation) and modern agrieultural holdings, formed
wh€n one farrn la enlarged or sev€ral are mrrged'
Unlike production unite, modern agrieultural holdings were to pool aI1
their land, livestock and cquipment in order to operate jointly.
Last1y, both production units and modern agricultrrral holdings were to
meet certain criteria (e.g. with regard to type of crop and acreage) to
ensure a satisfactory income for their members and make OPtimum use of the
factors of Production.
4. The basic ideas of the i{ansholt Plan found expreesion in the three
socio-structural directives of 1972. Council directive 72/L59/E,EC on the
modernization of f-r*sI defines farms suitable for development as farms where
the farmer
a) practises farming as his main occupation,
b) possesrses adequate occupational skilI and competence,
c) undertakes to keeP accounts,
d) draws up a plan foi the development of the farm
1 o, *o . L 96, 23.4.1972, page 1
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and where their 1evel 0f earned income is be10w that fixed in Article 4
of that directive as the modernization objective, or where their present
structure is such as to jeopardize the maintenance of that income at a
comparable level-
(1)
Article 4(1) of the directive defines the development plan : it must
thow that, upon its completion, the farm undergoing modernization will be
capable of attaining as a minimum, in principle for either one or two man-
work units, a level of earned income comparable to that received for non-
agricultura] work in the region in question. A comparable earned income as
referred to above meanE the average grogs wage for a non-agricultural
worker.
It may be noted that the term 'reference farm' used by the FADN (farm
accountanql data network) means farms with an income of between 80 and
LzO "/" of comparabLe earned income'
5. Had the original version of the 'Mansholt'Plan been applied futty, it
would have led to the disappearance of 80% of farms. ft was thus unacceptable
in that form.
Even in an amended form, as set out in the socio-structural directives,
the 'Mansholt' Plan would mean the end of the small famity farm, which is
nevertheless essential for the social, economic and ecological balance of the
countryside.
6. The French Agricultural Guidance Law of 1960 rejects this Malthusian
vieion of the future of European agriculture. This law states that family
farme should be helped to overcome the natural economic disadvantages which
they euffer in eomparison with other sect,ors of the €coDomy. With this in
mind, the agricultural guidance law stipulates
- that the aim of the'agricultural policy should be to promote and encourage
a type of family farm which will be capable of making optimum use of modern
technical production methods and witl make full employment of the farm's
Iabour and capital possible,
- that it ehould be made easier for all farmers to o\dn their own land,
- that priorit-y shoul-d be given to contractual interprofessional organization
of the markets (the 'Mansholt' Plan advocated central planning in this field),
- that priority ehould be given to a generous social policy allowing all
farmers, partleularLy those Ln least favourable elrcumstances, to face the
future with eonfidence,
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- 
that people should be given priority over plans, which tend to override
human interests by neglecting the individual nature of farmers.
consequently, there shoul-d be no cut-and-dried distinction between
small family farms and 'modern' farms. A coherent agricultural policy,
which must take account of the general economic context, cannot lead to
the disappearance of the small fanily farms. In a Period of crisis, it is
necessary to keep farmers on the land to prevent them swelling the ranks
of the unemployed, who now number some 5 million in the EuroPean Community-
7. Hence, unless the aims of a coherent agricultural policy are kept in
sight, the distinction between small family farms and 'modern' farms might
weIl become purely acadernic. A coherent agricultural poliey eannot ignore
the general economic context. So, in a period of crigis, it is necessary
to keep fazmerg on the land to prevent them awelling the ranks of unemployed,
who now number eorne six mlllion in the European Community'
For regional develoPment reasons, it is necessary to keep a balanced
agricultural population in rural areas to prevent them from falling into
decline. Hence, council directive 75/268/EEC on mountain and hill farming
1
and farming in certain less-favoured areas' recog'nizes that 'it is necessary
that steps bc taken to ensure the continued conservation of the eountryside
in mountain areas and in certain other less-favoured areas' and that
,farming performs a fundamental function in this respect' .
Furthermore,bymaintalningalargeagriculturalpopulationinthe
countryside, certain infrastructureg, gueh as roads, can be made mOre
eeonornie. This w111 encourage the creatlon of infrastructurea which will
attract manufacturing and service induetries to these areas. Lastly, for
socialrea8ong,aeoherentagriculturalpolicymustassurefarmersafair
income. fhis implies that farmers must have access to a market insulated
against erratic price fluctuations. T'his means that producer groups must be
encouraged and the principles of the conrmon agricultural policy maintained'
8. Ttris beirrg the case, it can be argued that small- family farme and
reference farms could be assigned complementary roIes. Sma1l family farms'
for exarnple, have a good understanding of regional and national consumers'
and can best meet the needs of this market. Reference farms, on the other
hand, which are run more on the lines of industrial undertakings, should
tackle 1arger markets and pursue a vigoroue agri{oodstuffs exPort policy.
1o, 
*o L 128 of I9.5.Lg75, page 1
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g. Agriculture must be modernized, but the cost in human terms of doing
so must not be too great. Ttre mentality of the agricultural population
muet be progressively changed, and modern production techniques must be made
more accessible to them. I"loreover, if it does turn out to be necessary to
adjust production structures ao as to create larger farms, then the rural
population leaving farming musf have the opportunity to work and live in
the eountry. The development of medium-sized towns should therefore be
encouraged so that rural areas dO not euffer population loss: this wil-I
involve decentralizing industry, setting up smal1 factories in rural
areas which can offer sufficient employment, and developing infrastructures
which will keep country life pleasant and attractive'
10. 1?rose are the issues on which discussion should centre. Emph.asis is'
however, again placed on the fact that Lhe small family farm and the
'reference farm', are by no means mutually exclusive but complement each
other and each have their role to play in the Community's harmonious
economic develoPment-
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Rapporteur. Mr HOFFMAN)
1. The starting-point of the CAP was basically centralistic.
European agriculture is, however, characterized by diverse farm
and production structures, traditional working methods, established
consumer habits and an evaluation of agriculturai activity that differs
from country to country.
Regionally divergent general economic developments also lead to
marked monetary shifts that can only be offset through compensatory
payments at national frontiers, which results in a mere semblance of a
genuine common market.
A common agricultural price as the basis for rewarding the farrner
for his produce, supplemented by uniform, undifferentiated struetural
measures, is hardly capable, therefore, of meeting the complexity of this
s it uat ion.
These different problems must therefore be met with specific and
adequate solutions.
2-. Assrrred supplies of foodstuffs, a fair standard of living for the
agri-cultural communiLy and reasonable consumer prices are objectives to
be attained, according to the provisions of the EEC Treaty, largely b1,'
increasing agricultural productivity.
In this connection, however, account must be taken of 'the particular
nature of agricultural activity, which results from the social structure
of agriculture and from structural and natural disparities between the
various agricultural regions' (Art. 39 (2) (a) ).
There are legitimate doubts as to whether these structuraf and
natural disparitie s between the various regions have been taken suf-
ficiently into account.
More than this, however, the aims of the agricultural policy itself
need to be enlarged. The priorities already set must be rethought.
Solutions should be sought in the following directions:
- assured supplies of foodstuffs at reasonable prices;
- fair remuneration for the farmer for
a. the production of foodstuffs (with special reference to health
considerations) and certain other raw materials
b. the provision of recreational elements for the community
(conservation of the countryside) ;
3. One important reason for low agricultural incomes is the lack of
mobj-Iity of agricultural production factors. Within the dictates of the
general economic framework, therefore, continued efforts should be made
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t-owards the f o 1 J lr, inq Eo.r 1s :
- 
Agri.c-tl.Lural activit.l should continue to be encouraged. This pre-
su'sposes al-tern.lri'.,r: regional employmenE, opportunities and irnproved
Lrai.nincJ ciotrrlit ioLl,; for the popr,rlation in rural areas.
- op,.rJ:ati onal i.nd it,f r.-s'l-rlLctrr::aI ilnprovements must increase the
prof j-r-a'oi j-:t-y ,>f t-ire r:emaining farms.
T'lre ef fc.rLs raCe to claLe h.rve not prodL,ced satisfactory results"
The1,' shoulo, l--herefore, be suppl€mented by
- lirect irrecrn+: l-r'ansfers, unrelatecl to individual products,
clesignecl ttr asgrst the ar:hi<-t""rcr,enL. cf thr: abcve goul-uI.
A weakeninq cf the incon:e functicn of gilaranteed prices wouId, in
the medium term, -facj-Ij-Latc the pirasing cut of monetary compensatory
amounts.
The feasi.l-i '- ii-v of s\rch cransfers is aiready proven. fhe directive
on mountain ar,.j ir'r-.1-l- far:ming and farnring j-n certain less favourecl areas
provides fo:: cr-Lr:cc,L i:iccrac, sritcsidies for apploximately I0% of the total
figure of 5 mrllion farns, which account for around 25% of the Comrnunity's
agricultural. area.
4. Agr:icuitural poJ-icy should be gcared more towards the individual
farm.er and ?iis specific sil-rration, He should not be treated as an
anonymous beneficiary of soc:-a1 wel-fare; account shculd rather be taken
of his capab:-lities and his special responsibirity for the tasks t}:at
fall to him in lris Lregion"
At f-he same time, care musF- loe taken in dealing with established
tradiLions , s b-ructrrres ctnd ;.rrangements .
In the interests of both prodlrcer and consunrer, a fresh look is
needed at t.he farmer's functions j-n terms of regional and social policy
so that he can develop liis potential t.o the fullest.
1
'See report by t4r RICIIARTS of 15.11.l97l-, Daragraph 50, calling for theintroouct lon ,of 'a system of i-ncome subsid jres for farms remaining belowthe norms laid oc,wn' .
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GUIDELINE S
Rapporteur: Mr M. DEWJLF'
iNTiJRNA TIOI1AL A SPECTS
The im1:acg.6f the enerqy crisis ar:d the g.'ileral increase in raw
material prj-ces on internatloi'lal econDlill.c re;-aLi-ons brought to a head the
worldwj-de problem of establ.i-qhing Lr :riore baianced relationship between the
deveioping cou;rtries and the .Lndustrialized nations taking greater account
of the developing countries' demands for a more equitable economic order.
The s:.ronq poeit-ron cf the raw material producing countries became
apparent. The pressing need for a solution to the fundamental problems
facing the developing countr-ies was recogrnized; given the threatened
shortage of raw materials vj-taI to the western economies, it seemed
essential to open a dialogue betrr,een equal partners as soon as possible.
On the other hand, food shortages in tl-re countries of the Thj.rd World
are as acute as ever, especially in Afr.i.ca where, according to the
W6rld Bank, food productton 
-oer head of poprrlation in 1977 was l0% lower
than in the period 196I-1955. Ihe total food deficit of the devel-oping
countries could reach I45 :'n,-ll-ion +-onrres by 1990. This situation poses new
problems for the European Ccmrnunity and the rest of the world and highlights
the need for genuioe aid designed to promote agriculture and agricultural
production in the developing countries.
The Convention of Lom6 is one concrete resuit of attempts to achieve
a new and more balanced approach to development policy.
Before giving detailEd consideration to certain aspects of-external
policy as it affects the developing countrj-es, lour rapporteur feels that
attention should first be drawn to a number of important points. These
are simply statements of fact and are only set ollt briefty here since
they will be deart with mcre fully in the report on 'The community's
role in the sphere of food aid and the internatj-onal .i-mplications of the
common agrj-culturaI policy' .
(1) Upgrading of agricultural productiorr rn the developing countries.
Greater emphasis must be laid on the development of agriculture,rural
development and food production; the exploitation of industrial raw
materials must not be given sole priority;
(2) Agriculture is an J-mportant economic activity with far-reaching
economic, social and cultural implications;
(3) The agricultural regions in nany developing countries have been
destabilized and destructured; this has adversely affected
agricuitural productivity ;(4) rt is likely that there wj-Il be a large-scale food deficit for the
populaLion of the southern hemisphero;
(5) In the pa6t, trade in basic foodstuffe 
- 
which
to cereals, oils and fats and sugar _ has been
exclusively between the industrialized natr_ons,
northern henrisphere;
_ 17 _
is mainly confined
r:ond ucted a lmost
, especially in the
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(6)
(7)
Relations between North and South in the area of agricultural products
are principally characterized by the granting of food aid;
International economic relations can easily be disturbed since
agriculture holds a special position in Western industrial society; in
particular, agricultural relations between the United States and Europe
must be clarified.
1. Lom6 : quaranteed imPorts
The STABEX system introduced by the Convention of Lom6 was an
important innovation to protect the ACP rstates against fluetuationg
in raw material prices and thereby enable them to improve the organization
of their economic development. However, the system is only a first step
towards the stabilization of the ACP States' export earnings. Agricultural
production, trade and consequently economic growth in the developing
countries must be encouraged by the provision of a guaranteed market for
tropical products.
Any extension of the list of products covered by the system must be
based on detailed consideration of individual products essential to the
economy of particular ACP States. Consideration might also be given to
the poesible application of the system by countries other than the
Community. This would create a new kind of worldwide cooPeration with
Europe providing the incentive.
Turning to the encouragement of agricultural production in the ACP
States, your rapporteur will now 90 on to consider how far other products
such as oils and fats and meat could also be covered by a reciprocal system
along the lines of the Sugar Protocol whereby the Community undertakes to
purchase at guaranteed prices certain quantities of sugar which the ACP
States undertake to deliver. Without disregarding the risks involved for
the Community and the difficulty of fixing prices in view of the Community's
guaranteed prices and price trends on the world market, the EuroPean and
ACP partners might attempt to define a common position on this subject'
I1. International product aqreemente
International product agreements to stabilize the rav' material markets
could reduce fluctuations in export revenue derived from the principal
primary commodities. At Present there are international agreements
covering tin, coffee, cocoa, otive oil and sugar; the community is a
party to the agreemente relating to the first four of these. stabilization
of primary cornmodities fits in well with the community's global development
policy, makes the developing countries less vulnerable to fluctuations
on the world market and contributes to the Promotion of agricultural
prod uct i on.
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The Community is participating in the negotiations for an IINCTAD
prograrure on primary commodities and a common fund to finance buffer stocks.
For the Community, the major importer of agricultu::aI products, it is
important that agreements on basic products should be negotiated in order
to stabilize food prices and encourage agriculture. The comrnon
agricultural policy has brought reasonable stability to food prices;
however, this does not alter the fact that the Community must not aim at
self sufficiency but must continue to promote the international organization
of the markets in basic ra\i/ materials. If we succeed in achieving more
stable international markets, would this not be a first step to\.rards less
rigid protective measures at the Community's external frontiers?
rII. Reqional International trade aqreements, for example :
4eqhreb and Maghrek
The Community'e global llediterranean policy sets an example in this
fielcl. Apart frorn its political aspects, this policy consists of trade
preferences such as tariff reductions in favour of the Mediterranean
countries together with economic and technical cooperation and financial
aid for investment Projects.
Binding reference prices are fixed for the agricultural products exported
to the Community, which together with the Community's system of preferences,
guarantee a profitable price policy for the Community's producers.
With respect to agricultural preferences, the question arises as to
how much freedom for manoeuvre the Community still has if it wishes to
develop this policy further or extend it to countries in the Middle East
with which the Community ie aeeociated in the Euro-Arab dialogue and which
have an ecoriomic structure similar to the Mediterranean countries but do
not benefit from trade preferences to the same extent. In other words,
has the Community already gone as far as it can, especially in the tight
of the forthcoming accession to the Community of three additional
I"1ed iterranean countries?
Further concessions would only be feasible if considerable financial
compensation were offered to the producers of competing products in the
Community's southern regions and to producers in Spain, Greece and Portugal-
after the accession of those countries.
Finally, the extension of this system might encounter difficulties in
GATT where the United States is very sceptical about the formation of
trading blocs.
IV. Food Aid
One quarter of the world' s population is suffering from malnutrition
and the world food crisis goes on despite the fact that harvests have
improved since the food crisis of L973 and 1974. All the experts agree
that there wj.I1 be no improvement in the overall food situation for the
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(5)
(7)
Relations between North and South in the area of agricultural products
are principally characterized by the granting of food aid:
InternationaL economic relations can easily be disturbed since
agriculture holds a special position in Western industrial society; in
particular, agricultural relations between the United States and Europe
must be clarified.
I. Lom6 : quaranteed imPorts
The STABEX system introduced by the Convention of Lom6 riras an
important innovation to protect the ACP jstates against fluctuatione
in raw material prices and thereby enable them to improve the organization
of their economic development. However, the system is only a first step
towards the stabilization of the ACP States' export earnings. Agricultural
production, trade and consequently economic growth in the developing
countries must be encouraged by the provision of a guaranteed market for
tropical products.
Any extension of the list of products covered by the system must be
based on detailed consideration of individual products essential to the
economy of particular ACP States. Consideration might also be given to
the poesible application of the system by countries other than the
Community. This would create a new kind of worldwide cooperation with
Europe providing the incentive.
Turning to the encouragement of agricultural production in the ACP
states, you,: raPPorteur will now go on to consider how far other products
such as oils and fats and meat could also be covered by a reciprocal system
along the lines of the Sugar Protocol whereby the Community undertakes to
purchase at guaranteed prices certain quantities of sugar which the ACP
States undertake to deliver. Without disregarding the risks involved for
the community and the difficulty of fixing prices in vietr of the community's
guaranteed prices and price trends on the world market, the European and
ACp partners might attempt to define a common position on this subject'
II. International product aqreement6
International product agreements to stabilize the raw material markets
could reduce fluctuations in export revenue derived from the principal
primary commodities. At present there are international agreements
covering tin, coffee, cocoa, olive oil and sugar; the community is a
party to the agreemente relating to the first four of these. stabilization
of primary cornmodities fits in well with the community's global development
policy, makes the developing countries less vulnerable to fl-uctuations
on the world market and contributes to the promotion of agricultural
prod ucti on.
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The Community is participating in the negotiations for an IJNCTAD
prograrnme on primary commodities and a common fund to finance buffer stocks.
por the Community, the major importer of agricultural products, it is
important that agreements on basic products should be negotiated in order
to stabilize food prices and encourage agriculture. The common
agricultural policy has brought reasonable stability to food prices;
however, this does not alter the fact that the Community must not aim at
self sufficiency but must continue to promote the international organization
of the markets in basic raw materials. If we succeed in achieving more
stable international markets, would this not be a first steP towards less
rigid protective measures at the Community's external frontiers?
IIJ. Reqional International trade aqreements, for example :
Maqhreb and Mashrek
The Community'e globaI llediterranean policy sets an example in this
field. Apart from its political aspects, this policy consists of trade
preferences such as tariff reductions in favour of the Mediterranean
countries together with economic and technical cooperation and financial
aid for investment Projects-
Binding reference prices are fixed for the agricultuEal products exported
to the Community, which together with the Community's system of Preferences,
guarantee a profitable price policy for the Community's producers.
With respect to agricultural preferences, the question arises as to
how much freedom for manoeuvre the Community still has if it wishes to
de'relop this policy further or extend it to countriee in the !4iddle East
with which the Community is aesociated in the Euro-Arab dialogue and which
have an ecorromic structure similar to the Mediterranean countries but do
not benefit from trade preferences to the same extent. In other words,
has the Community already gone as far as it can, especially in the light
of the forthcoming accession to the Community of three additional
Mediterranean countries?
Further concessions would only be feasible if considerable financial
compensation were offered to the producers of competing products in the
Community's southern regions and to producers in Spain, Greece and Portugal
after the accession of those countries.
Finally, the extension of this system might encounter difficulties in
GATT where the United States is very sceptical about the formation of
trading blocs.
rV. Food Aid
One quarter of the world's population is suffering from malnutrition
and the world food crisis goes on despite the fact that harvests have
i-mproved since the food crisis of 1973 and 1974. All the experts agree
that there will be no improvement in the overall food situation for the
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developing countries. The FAo estimates that in r985 the deveroping
countries with a free market economy ra[I] have a cerears deficit of some70-80 mirrion tonnes. The FAo is carling on the African countries inparticular to take drastic measures to sorve the food shor:tage probrem
since food production in Africa has not kept pace with the growth inpopulation and the production of foodstuffs in 1985 wilr onry meet 8r%
of the food requirements in Africa.
compared with the early 1960s, the developing countries have virtually
doubled their imports of cerears. rhis is not the prace to discuss whetherthe community's food aid in the form of skimmed milk powder should amountto 150,000 tonnes, 2oo,ooo tonnes or more per yeari seen against the
vast global food shortage, such aid is only a drop in the ocean.
The commission and Parriament have repeatedty advocated an increasein aid, which in principre must be granterJ irrespective of surpruses, and
arr improvement in the quarity of the food aid given. what is rearry atissue here are the objectives which must be set for the long-term food-aidpolicy:
(a) should food aid be incorporated in the community,s general development
policy in order to encourage agricultural production and general
economic development in the third World?
shourd we not then pay less attention to food aid and more to financiar
and technical aid which wirl encourage overseas agricurtural production?
(b) rn the right of the needs of the deveroping countries themservesr
wourd it not be better to make food aid avairable through normal
trade channels, and would the developing countries not benefit more
in the long run from an improvement in trade than from aid pure and
simple?
(c) Are not many developing countries suffering jointly and severally
from the lack of a genuine agricultural policy?
Assuming that lve must continue to grant food aid, what measures are
feasibre to increase the efficiency of this aid in the short term :
(a) Shoutd the community assume obligations for several years and draw
up multi-annual rather than annual programmes?
(b) The amounts would have to be considerabty increased, especially as
regards cerears, irrespective of the existence of surpruses.(c) can a more varied range of food be provided which the popuration
can conaume without risk?
(d) can the Community's decieion-making process be simplified?
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(e) To what extent have any limits been set by the recipient countriesr
absorption capacity, and could measures be taken to set uP
processing industries on the spot, for example, dairy factories
where skimmed milk powder and butteroil could be reconstituted?
V. GATT and relations between the European Communitv and the
united Statee
Agricutture is the biggest problem area
the fight against protectionism and for the
in the cAm negotiations..in
liberalization of world trade.
on the one hand, there is a difference in approach between the
United States and the Community, while on the other hand the developing
countries are demanding priority in tariff reductions for exports of
agricultural products and raw materials in general. Since their own food
production is still insufficient to meet their own needs and they must
still rely on food aid, it might seem that the developing countries could
not afford to export agricultural products. On the contrary, however, it
is only fair that in the developing countries the prodcss of improvement
and modernization of agricultural production should 9o hand in hand with
an increaee in their agricultural exporte since this will result in
increaeed purchaalng p,or€lr-rihich will in turn promote domestie production,
stimulate the market and earn the foreign currency required to purchase
the production equipment needed to carry out further improvements in
agriculture. GATI is the proper framework in which to study problems
connected with the promotion of world trade and the attendant redistribution
of production between the developing countries and the industrialized
nations. For a Europe still going through a period of recession, greater
participation in world trade by the developing countries means on the one
hand more outlets for its products but on the other it requires ad-iustments
to its own production structures; this calls for self-discipline in the
agricultural sector,e.g. with respect to exPort subsidies. The 'Group of 77'
is catling on every industrialized nation to set asi.de at least a certain
percentage of its domestic consumption for imports from the developing
countries. The Community would then have to inteqrate its own producLion
of a large number of products such as sugar - where the ACP 'Sugar Protocol'
already represents a step in this direction - vegetable oils and fats,
feed grains, meat, tobacco, cotton and textiles with that of the
developing countries. The Community is also under pressure from the
developed agricultural e:<porting countries such as the United States,
Canada, Australia and New zealand. For a Iong time now, these countries,
particularly the United States, have been criticizing the common
agricultural policy which they consider to be too self-contained.
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In general the Unlted States considers that during the GA'i'r'r.egotiations,
agriculture shouid be included in the tariff negotiations cn industrial
products whereas the Community does not consider this to be compatible
with the common agricultural policy and wishes to tackle agriculture
separately. The Americans find that the common agricultural policy
concentrates exce-ssively on income support for producers with measures
such as guaranteed prices, import levies and export subsidies and that it
is insufficiently geared to free trade. In reply the Community points
out that the United States enjoys a large -:urplus on its trade balance
in the agricultural sector ano that. agricultural exports to the
United States, especially l:. the dairy sector, are subject to tariff
barriers, whiie cheap j.reporceC American soya is resulting in an funbalance
on the Erlrcplarr .;ait.y n-:rket-. V/e rieed or,ly recall how the United States
proteeted when the Cornmunity proposed a non-discriminatory levy on
vegetable oils and fat's, threatening to bring an action in GATT. The
United States argued that the basic guidelines of the common agricultural
policy were Eeared to safeguarding a reasonable income for producers by
means of ineome suppor.: and aid for increased sales in the form of export
s ubsidi es .
The Communi-t1, qsrlplarns that the US is stepping up its agricultural
exporLs to the Conununity and at the same time making it more difficult for
the community:o e;tpcrL i'Ls ovln agricultural products to the uS' As a
result of the American protectionist quota system, Community dairy exPorts
to the US are negli.bibj.€, rvhile the importation of other agricultural
products is sub;ecr- to sevele restrictions. On the other hand, American
exports to the Connruni.ty are Increasing, especially on account of the
importaticn of feedg.r:ains and soya, and the present weakness of the dollar
is encouraging this trend. It is clear that the reorganization of the
Community's dairy market is being severely handicapped by the American
policy of raising 'barriers against European dairy exPorts and by cheap
American soya irrtpcrts.
The CofiLmr.tnif:y also cleplores the fact that in the industrial sector
the US applies ccunterva.iiing duties to products which receive subsidies,
thereby excJ-uding a large number of export products from the American
market. rhis is one of the major problems between the us and the
Community which are making it difficult for the GATT negotiations to be
brought to a conclusion.
The more t.he C,cmmunity succeeds in reorganizing its own markets
by means of its price policy and structural measures and in relieving the
pressure on the dai;:.7 mark-et, the more the United States' criticism can
IogicalIy be reduced to r:easonable prop<.:rtions. Of course the Community
should maintain the basic principles of the common agricultural policy,
but it can irelp r-o overcome the differences of opinion by laying more
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emphasis on the stabilization of international markets through product
agreements so that fewer measures which in American eyes appear protectionist
are necessary at the Community's external frontiers and so that products
from the developing countries may obtain widespread access to the
conunon Ivlarket, and by carrying out the internal reorganization of those
markets which are characterized by surplus production.
It is important to find ways of coupling Community aid to agriculture -
a bagic principle of the common agricultural policy and for the time
being unavoidable given the unfavourable position of agricultural producers
in the Community - with the maximum 1evel of trade in agricultural products
by striking a compromise between the interests of producers in the
importing and the exporting countries.
Consideration must be given in GATT and IINCTAD to the implications for
Community agriculture and agricultural production of a new international
division of labour consequent on the developing countries taking a larger
share of world trade in agricultural products as a result of the increase
ln their agricultural exports.
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CUSSlONS AGRICUL
oN Tr{E pEVELOPTNG COTINTBTES_
1.
Rapporteur: Mr M. CIFARELLI
This worklng docunrcnt artempts to answer the question of whether or
not the present system of the common agriculturar poricy (cael has
any effect on the devel0ping countries of the third worrd, and if so,
whether its effect is poeitive or negative.
rt j.s clearly eseentiaL for the deveroping countries to export
agricultural products t,o the richer countries. This is practicarry
the only way, apart from exporting industrial raw materiars, they have
of obtai-ning foreigln currency and, even i_f they cannot redress their
balance of payments, of at lgast coping with their increasing indebtedness
to industrialize<l countries. rn aridition, these exports increase
domestic purchasing povrer, and hence the demand for goods, and create
new jobs. fhey are Lherefore a prerequisite for Launching the process
of development.
rf this requirement of the developing countries t,o export their agricultural
products j-s to be met, the rich countries must not close their frontiers
to such products or create artificial barriers to protect themselves
against them through customs duties, quotas and excessive checks on
consumption through comestic tan<ation and simiLar measures. Nor must
the rich countries distur.b the trade in products through practices which
distort t-he conditions of competition, such as dumping or subsidizing
exPorts of their own products or other commercial practices that squeeze
the developing countries' products off the market, for these countries
cannot stand up to competition from countries equipped with far more
solid trade structures and financial bases.
where, in this context, does the cAp come in? Unfortunatery, in general,
it crearly fails to meet the requirements and expectations of the
developing countries. The cAp is based on two fundamentar principres,
at least as regards the principal products:
- at internar leve1, ouaranteed prices and disposal, without
quantitative restr ict j-ons :
- externally, a system of protection based on import levies (difference
between world market price and community price) and export refunds(the difference mentioned being refunded to the exporter).
2.
3.
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4. If the accusations levelled at the EEC by third countries, and in
particular by the developing countries, are to be believed, this system
amounts to a form of protectionism which virtually excludes any chance
for these countries of gaining a foothold on Community markets, and even
deprives them of any advantage of loser costs resulting from, Ermong other
things, the more favourable location of production centres. To give
some idea of the sums involved, it should be noted that, for the 1978
financial year, levies collected at the frontiers to compensate for the
price difference amount to 1,686 m EUA'
In addition to these barriers at the frontiers, the CAP has hitherto
Ied to the accurmrlation of considerabLe surpluses of certain products
which can be disposed of on the world market only by means of heavy
subsidies. For example, refunds for dairy products for 1978 amount to
L,t74 m EUA (1,588 m EUA estimated for 1979); those for cereals to
L,Lgg m (1,418 m eetimated for 1979), and those for sugar to 676 m
(792 m eetimated fot L979).
The effect of these massive subsidies is clear: on the markets of
importing third countries, such as the Soviet Union, East EuroPean countries
and Arab countries, the cheaper products of the developing countries must
face unequal competition from the surplus products of the Community.
The result is that the developing countries frequently come off worse
and are squeezed off the markets, thus being compelled to reduce their
production and exPorts or, at the very least, to halt the develoPment
required by their economic situation
Examplee of thie Community policy are numerous and concern, to a varying
extent, several products. Your rapporteur will merely cite two of the
most typical, namely beef and veal and sugar, which are of particular
concern to the developing countries'
EEC beef and veal production, which is closely bound up with that of
dairy products, is increasing at a faster rate than consumpt,ion, which
is limited by high prices that discourage potential consumers. The
result is large-scale recourse to financial intervention by the EAGGF,
creating stocks of approximately 440,000 tonnes which weigh heavily on
the market. In ,JuIy L974, following a series of restrictive measures,
a total ban was imposed on imports of beef and veal from third countries
(safeguard clause).
Imports from non-member countries felI from 432,OOO t in 1974 to 255,000 t
in L975 and 377,OOO t Ln L975, after averaging 600,000 t in earlier years.
5.
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Apart fronr damaging the interests of producers in the developinq countries,
this system also penaiizes defi'-it Corrunurlii:y countries such as 1taIy,
which would benef.it drrectly frorn balanced development of the world meat
trade and an extension of sources of supply.
Requests ara theref ore nro.ruting ior rel axation a;rd greaier f J-exibility
of Co,nn,unity requS-at.ions wh-jch ricu c.Losely protect ColTununj.ty m,eat production,
to aiI i-ntents ar.d purposes ruting cr:t opportunities for pu.rehasing meat
and other animal products l:r markets cuts;irle tlte Cornmunitlzl.
6. A,s for s-gg.gr, the Comr,unity is approxirnately 110% self-sufficient
i1976/77 marketinq ]'ear) with a prociuction ot a]>ortt -l 0 mi.Llion t, to
which is added 1.3 miltion t irnpilrted from the ACP cor.rntries under the
Lom6 Convention. 1l5re surpJ-us ]'ras te ?,8 re-exporLed (I.779 t) thanks tc
the export refunds mentioned a]:cve. As a ::esuit, tne lcrwer-priced cane
sLlgar of the develcping countries has diffj.crrlty in competi-ng on the
world market with sr"rrplr:ses of gol,ununlty beet-sugar. Despite this, the
Commission's proposal to rectuce the b;rsic quota wa,s not adopted by the
Council, and j-n Lhe frnal analysis, the main victims are the poorer
developing cour)tr'-ies, above all. f-hose which are not menrbers of the
Lom6 Convent.i or, 
"
7. In acidition, there is the exampJ-e of butt-gr, stocks of whj.ch (over
400, C00 t) must he so.Ld off on the world market, where thel, g6mt.1.
direct with vegetab.Ie-oi-I prodocl.s from the developl-ng courltries.
Then there is skirumed-mii-k penrder, which competes with vegetable
proteins in the animal feedingstuffs sector.
fhe need here is therefore f-o see h,hether 
_remed-res can be foun<l for a
situation which for many has become intol.erable"
ft is extremely difficult to reaeil a compromise 1n the conflict between (i)
the EEC's agricultr.rral and trade policy' ai-rd the need to expand trade
and exports (including agx'.ieu1-tura1 exnorts) and (: i) a development policy
geared to the vital requi-rement, fcr the devel-oping countries, of ending
the vicious circle of underdeve..!-opment b!', among other means, increasing
ther-r agricultural exporLs.
The remedies advocated by t,he oevelcplng counirj-es themselves, within
the framework of the '"zarious orqanizattons ancl international conferences
which deal with these problema, are extremely drastic and are all based
Cf. debate at the Third World I\teat Conference, orgarrized by the International
Iv1eat Office, Fl.orence, September l-978.
B.
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on a recr(ranlzataon of 
_t_r.1gs in the EEC and the developing countries
rn general , fo-r the beneiit of the latterl.
These measrtres ma1' l:e summar-ized as f olIows:
- 
Removal of bar:iers to imports of developing countries' agricultural
product.s, whether these be externa-L (ievies, quotas) or internal,
such ;rs corrsum.ptl()n taxes on coffee anci other tropical products;
- Restructr:ring of agriculture ir the EEC to end surpluses and
economicalJ.y unsound lines of production;
- Granting of fixed nrarket qu.otas for the developing countries,
togetlrer with a poss:-bJ-e reduction of the EEC's degree of serf-
su f f rc ien cy;
- Ban on the subsi<iizj-ng of expcrts of surplus agricultural
prod'rcts likely to harm the developing countries' interests;
- Progressive reciuction rn the EEe of frnancing to support
agricultural produ ction ;
- World redistribution of prcduction on the basls of such factors as
optimum geographical and ciimatic location and lower production costs
9. The Corununitv answers ttre derreloping countries' arguments by referring
to the consj-derations whrch, in all rhe richer countries, have led to
the develoPment of a stronE agricultural sector side-by-side with an
advanced industrial sector:
- The basic requirement, on eeonouric and social grounds, of guaranteeing
the income of agricultural prodrrcers;
- the limited scoPe for reducing the working populati.on in agriculture,
above all in this period of economic crisis;
- The need to guarantee a high rate of self-sufficiency in food products
in a situation of international uncertaj-nty and fluctuating costs;
- fhe need tc.r develop certain less-favoured regions by expanding certain
lines of production (e.g. tobacco, wine, citrus fruit or rice in
various Mediterranean regions of the Community);
- The fact that agriculture, which i.s already less favoured than other
sectors, cannot be expected to carry the burden of development aid at
world 1eve1;
- The Community's past action in this field, such as Lom6, generalized
preferences and food aid, which puts it in the first rank even when
compareo with much richer nations.
'I
- See, for example:
OECD - REY report - Trade PoIicy and Irrternational Economic Relatj.ons - L972
UNCTAD - Study on Certain TemperaLe Zone Products - I,iarket Sharing - 1970
FAO - International Agricultural Adjustment - L973
FAO - Agricultural Adjustment in Developed Countries 
- 1973
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r0. Between t-hese two strongly contrasting positions, there may exist a thrrci
possibility,namelyapolicyofprogressbysmallstagesandthegradual
reductionofthemostglaringerrorsofthecAPaSitnowstands.
'I
Bywayofexamp}e,thefoltovlingmeasuresmightbesuggested.:
- No further protectionist measures should be introduced' for that woul-d
make the present situation stirr worse, and existing protectionist
measures should be gradually scaled dov"n;
Production should be geared more closely
demand in an attempt to avoid surpluses;
to domestic ana internationa!
In taking Community decisions' greater account
their repercussions on the developing countries
minimize anY harmful effects;
- 
wherever possible, restrictive health or administrative regulations
should not be introduced or tightened up unless absolutely essential;
-Aidstoexportsofproductscompetingwiththoseofthedeveloping
countries should be limiEed to the utmost;
- Food aj-d should be included in prograrrunes designed to promote the
localproductionofthedevelopingcountries,andshou}dnotbeme:e-Ly
a means of disposing of surpluses or, least of all' provoking disturball(re:
on the market;
- 
community financing of surplus Products should be reduced by introduc:lilg
restructuring measures, direct income support, and systems under which
producers contribute to the financing of exports;
-Anattemptshouldbemadetopromoteimportsnotontyofunfinisher]
products but also of Processed products from the developing countrles'
through substantial reductions in customs duties;
- 
The community should work for international aqreements on more seusit:-r;e
productstoensurethat,thedevelopingcountrieshaveashareofthe
market and guaranteed returns'
CONCLUSlON
L2. The cAp is currently beset with serious problems: surPluses, discontent
alnong producers and consumers, regional imbalances - alf exacerbated
bytheeconomiccrisisandmountingunemptoyment.Ahomilyontheneed
to take account also of the developing countries interests will probabiy'
therefore, arouse irritation and be ignored until the situation improves'
I s"" abovementioned REY report for the oEcD
should be taken of
in order to avoid or
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Ho\^rever, the undisputed need of developing countries to increase the
volume and value of their exports to develoPed countries, and to the
EEC in particular, on a world market free of disturbances and stifling
prot,ectionist restrictions, should arouse a more and more favourable
resPonse from the EEC.
Complete liberalization of trade, based exclusively on the state of
market forces and comparative cost advantages, is clearly inconceivable,
above all because of the social and economic necessity to guarantee
Community producers a reasonable income.
Nevertheless, the Community could initiate a policy of step-by-step
improvements, in particular by preventing the Present situation from
worsening, by restoring market equ-i-librium, and by progressively
reducing what the developing countries consider protectionism carried
too far. Trhe launching of such a policy would of itself play a decisive
part in ending the vicious circle of underdeveloPment and ushering in
an economic breakthrough for the developing countries'
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NEW GT'IDELIMS FOR TI{E AGRICULTURAL POLICY
(TIIE SEARCH FOR NEW INITRMTIOML SPECIALIZATION OF AGR,ICUI,TI'ML PRODUCTION)
Rapporteur : MhT. TOLMAN
The natural limitations to which agriculture, as opposed to industry,
is subject, taken together with product specialisati.on, have imposed a
certain structure on agricultural production in the industrialized countries
of the West. Despite these limitations these sErme countries are witnessing
considerable expansion generated by technical progress and higher productivity.
So given the drop in the farming population and the capital-intensive nature
of this sector, farming in the developed countries has virtually become qn
industry, but an industry in which incomes have not kept pace with other
sectors and this is one of the basic difficulties of the common agricultural
policy.
Specialization in agricultural production has doubtless brought greater
productivity and rational utilization of production resources and thus
provides a basis for increased standards of living for the agricultural
population. I{o\^Iever specialization requires a large economic area in
which products and production factors can circulate without hindrance, and
is therefore inextricably linked with an increase in trade in agricultural
production within this area.
The search for ways and means of creating a new international agricultural
production system is therefore linked with the creation of the greatest
possible international freedom of trade in agricultural products and thus
largely with the GATT negotiations to formtlate conunonly accepted rules for
trade policy in the agricultural sector. Here account must be taken of the
need to increase the proportion of agricultural exports from developing
countries in world trade. It is no longer realistic to believe that the
international pattern of agricultural production and trade could be changed
and better international specialization achieved through the free play of
market mechanisms on the basis of comparative economic cost advantages.
For economic, social and political reasons price fluctuations and
income fluctuations must be restricted by measures to stabilize the market
and a certain measure of self-sufficiency in basic foods must be guaranteed.
No single country can afford to be fully dependent on imports of products
which form the basis of its food supplies such as cereals and oils and fats,
beef and veal and sugar. on the other hand, better international specialization
of agricultural production means first and foremost that agriculture in the
developing countries themselves should be increasingty able to satisfy gron7ing
food requirements and thie can only be done if agricultural exports from
these countries are increaeed.
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Agricultural and food production in these countries can only be
developed properly if capital goods are imported; these can only partly be
paid for from foreign aid and the developing countries themselves have to
generate funds to buy them by increasing their o$rn agricultural exports.
This means that, in order to contribute to the export earnings of the developing
countries, the developed countries would have to aIlow producers in the
developing countries to have a part, in the grolrth of production, thus
changing home production requirements for products which are in competition
with product-s which developing countries can export, such as vegetable oils
and fats, feed cereals meat and sugar.
' This requires an enormoua process of adjustment for agriculture in the
developed countriee and in particular makes necessary to endor agricultural
policy with instruments to regulate the volume of production. In view of
the world food shortage it is unacceptable that valuable cereals should be
used for animal production in the developed countries whilst in the
developing countries cereals are needed for human consumption.
Could a solution be found here by impr"oving production distribution
and easing the world cereal market by regulating the production of beef,
veal and milk in the developed countries and taking in imports from
developing countries where meat production is not dependent on cereals?
Better rnternational specialization also inevitably raises the question
of the unevenly belanced agricultural trade relations between the Community
and the United States and the fact that Europe's current milk problems
could be meade easier if the US were to oPen up its markets more to
Community products.
New international specialization in agricultural production is
inconceivable without a coherent agricultural policy on the part of all
developed countries, with particular regard to cereals, dairy products and
beef and veal since it is on these that the world market prices of Products
such as cereals and oil seeds and export openings for developing countries
depend.
Finally, a ner", international specialization pattern on the basis of a
greater role for the developing countries in food production and trade in
agricultural products is inconceivable without new agricultural policy
instruments in the industrialized western countries to control production
increases and to keep agricultural incomes at a ProPer level.
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within the European Community too efforts to create a better specialization
pattern for agricultural products should dictate the direction to be taken
by the conmon agricultural policy. This follows on from the stated objective
of the common agricultural policy to increase agricultural productivity by
promoting technical progresa and by ensuring the more rational utilization
of the factors of production.
The structure of agricultural production shovrs a very heterogenous
picture coloured by regional circumstances and differences, available
infraetructure, climate, eize of farms, uee of land and in connection with
thie, the extent to which farms concentrate on crop farming, livestock
farming or proceseing, Form these various factors a kind of specialization
has emerged which is not entirely satisfactory, and this provides the raison
d'etre of the common structural policy.
But specialization cannot be pursued on exclusively economic arounds
since for social or other reasons it may be desirable to maintain certain
kinds of production in certain areas even though the yield may be belovr the
Ieve1 achieved by farms in other areas, Here for instance the intention of
the directive on mountain and hill farming and farming in certain less-
favoured areaa is to maintain a certain population in these areas on the
basis of non-agricultural considerations such as concern for the environment
and nature and providing employment. To improve specialization implies that,
after taking into account social and community developments, employment and
the economy, competitiveness and market opportunities and the market situation,
consideration should be given to whether in certain areas less suitable
products can be discontinued and perhaps replaced by more profitable ones.
Experience shows that the policy on the cessation of farming fox non-viable
farms and the utilization of released farmland and the offering of incentives
for grubbing up vines, slaughtering co^rs, and converting from livestock
farming to crop farming has met with major resistance and is not especially
effective, particularly since the farmer's individual freedom of choice must
be respected. Only if there are satisfactory alternative ways of earning
a livelihood can we expect those concerned to give their active cooperation
to restructuring and consequently better specialized distribution of agricultural
production.
In this connection it should again be noted that structural policy has
to contend with the fact that optimum specialization is hampered by monet,ary
compensatory amounts which cut across the Ij-nk between costs and prices and
thus lead to artificial allocation of production factors and distortions in
competition relationships whenever this system is applied on a permanent
basis and transcends the compensation of temporary fluctuations in exchange
rates.
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price and market policy measures may make certain types of production
more or 1ess competitive (this is the case for example with the milk levy)
but they are more specifically directed towards market balance and combating
surpluses than tollards permanently changing production structures. It
should be remember€d that the farmer wishes to remain a free agent, taking
his decisions on the bagis of coet and price calculations within the
framework of his operating atructure which ie baeed on continuity and
therefore ln general offere him little scope for giving up farming or
switching to other types of production, without running too great a risk,
if there are no other means of earning a livelihood available.
In order to improve on the specialization which has evolved naturally
in the course of time, one would have to be able to influence structural
factors and social and economic factors to cope with regional differ€n ces
and the backwardness of the southern areas of the Comrmrnity. fhis is hol^zever
an extensive problem which goes beyond the possibilities of the agricultural
policy alone and can only be solved by an effective agricultural structures
policy linked to a regional and gocial policy and the creation of a satisfactory
leve1 of employment.
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TI.IE DITFICULTIES ENCOTJNTERED BY TI{E EUROPEAN PARLIA}4ENT
IN ITS EFFORTS TO INFLTENCE TIIE DEVEI,OP!,IEMI OF
TIIE COI,I},ION AGRICULTURAL POLICY
Rapporteur: Mr H.J. KLINKER
I 
- INTRODUCTION
1. rt has become commonplace to deecr-be the cornmon egricultural
po1lcy as the European community's only truly integrated policy.
Neverthelees, Ehis policy is meeting mounting criticism nob. onry by
individuals or groups who, for various reasons, are opposed to the
building of Europe but also by actirze supporters of a United Europe
who reproach it with distorting the mar:ket mechanisms and question its
reasonabl€ness and its cost.
2. rn view of this criticism the European parriament, which had a
hand iu introducing the policy in compliance with Articre 43 of the
EEC Treaty, must now consider, not what part. it fta1z 6"rr. played in
shaping this policy since 1959 
- a pointless exercise of purery
academic interest 
- but the scope that at present exists for influencing
the lines along which it is to develop.
3. Recent experience has shown that the Errropean parliament is being
increasingly excluded from the shaping of the cornmon agricultural
policy although the cor.rncil stil1 consults it when it is legally im-
possible to do otherwise. A few examples will suffice to illustrate
the European parliament,s loss of infl_uence.
rI 
- THE EUROPEAN PARLIATTEET'S LOSS OF fNFLIJENCE 
-IN AqRICUITURAL AFFAIRS
4 ' It m-ay seem out of place for a I'lember of the European parU-ament
to pass an adverse judgment on the institution he is supposed to
serve' However, only an objective analysis can yield solutions which
will enable the directly elected parriament 1q play its proper role
with powers of initiative and supervision"
5. Consideration of the European Parliament's role in the shaping of
the comnron agricultural poricy is bound to lead us to question the
adequacy of certain texts limiting parliament,s powers, the growth
of procedures leading to the exclusion of the European parlianent
from the decision-making process, and recourse to certain practices
that treat Parliament aa a mere onlooker when certain potitical
decisions are taken.
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a)
affairs
5. rhe most typical example of the limitation of Parliament's poviers in
agricultural affairs is the grand ceremony held each year to fix
agricultural prices, with its endlese ritual of council 'marathons' and
latenightsittings.AftersearchingdiseussionsintheaPPropriate
conunittees, Parliament delivers an opinion stating its preference for
this or that increase in agricultural prices. rtris opinion is submitted
to the council, which takes it, more or less, into consideration' un-
fortunately Parliament cannot ask for the conciliation proced""l to be
initiated in connection with this deeision, which is of a financial
nature, because 'this procedure may be followed for community acts of
general application which have appreciable financial impllcations and
existence'. Ttris last provision immediately rules out any conciliation
involving the common agricultural policy'
b) AnqL:
EuroDean Parliament
7. flre common fisheries policy is a typical example of such procedures
although Parliament, through its constant activity and Perseverance' has
succeeded in 1eaving its mark on thie policy by introducing fishing
Prografiunesandimplementingmeaeurestokeepacheckonthenewcommon
poliry.
Nevertheless, the council and/or the commission have frequently
managed to byPass Parliament, which has vigorousJ-y protested on several
o""asior,"2. parliament is against invoking Article 103 (conjunctural
policy) and Article 113 (commercial policy) as the lega1 basis for
community acts on fishing - neither of them provides for consultation
of parliament - and it considers that acts that do not specify the
article of the Treaty on which they are based are a violation of the
Treaty.
g. since Lg'tl, it has been becoming more and more common for Parlianent
to be consulted, if at all, at the very last moment. rt is then obliged
to work in conditions unworthy of a parliament because of the shortcomings
oJ No. C 89, 22.4.75, p]-. Joint declaration of the European Parlianent,
the council and the Commission
Doc. 541/77 : resolution submitted by I'1r Houdet on behalf of the
Committee on Agriculture ; Doc - 80/78 - raPPorteur : Mr Schmidt
c)
the common asricullq-Egl--Ef-19y
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of the council or commission- rt may reasonably be asked if this is not
a deliberate tactic to turn Parliament "into a bodv required only to apply
its rubber-stamP.
9. Even morc deplorable ie the'coat-rack,proy, which consists in
hitching on further provisions to a proposal- for a regulation on which
Parliament has already delivered an opinion and thus avoiding eonsultation
of Parliament. Ttris tact.ic, which has been resorted to for several years,
ean no longer be tolerated.
L0. Such a situation arose when Parliament delivered an opinlon on the
anount of aid to be granted to hops producers for the 1977 harvestl. A
few days later, it was learnt that the aid was in fact llmited to recognized
produeer ntoop"2. Tltis, of course, alt,ered the scope of the original
proposal. The European Parliament was never consulted on this new provision.
11. FlnalIy, the European Parliament ie virtually excluded from important
lceucs euch ag thc multilatcral ncAotiatlons in GATT (Iaek of information,
laek of contact with thc departments concerncd) and is not kept informed
of the commiesion'e work prograrnme. a typical example of this failure to
provide information is that of the common organization of the market in
alcoholic beverages which the committee on Agriculture studied for several
months only to find that in the meantime the CommisEion was withdrawing
its proposal. rt is stilI not known whether the commiesion will eubmit a
ne\^I proPosal, maintain the princlples alrcady adopted by the Committee on
Agriculture, or draw uP an entirely new proposal. Ihis lack of respect
for the European Parliament is again deplorabl_e.
IIT - CONCLUSIONS
L2. fhe European Parliament must thorcforc ponder on the eetbacks it hae
euffered ln the paet few year8. slnce the crleis of June 1965 the commission
has relinqulrhod its role of initiator and has become a kind of
secretariat for the Council. the European Parliament must therefore try to
establieh contacts with the institution that wields the power, i.e. the
Council.
At the same time Parliament must try to make contact with public opinion
and enlist support from the people in order to influence the Council.
fhese, then, are the two directions in which Parliament must steer its
activities and which are dealt with in memos No. 9 by l(r corrie and No. 10
by Mr Br6g6gire.
1 o,, 
" 
ro8, B .5 .78, p.
2 rcgularlon (EBC) No.
62t Doc. 40/78 
- rapporteur Mr FrUh
708/78 - o,t L 94, 8.4.78
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DEVELOPMENT OF THE ROI,E OT THE EUROPEAN PALRIAMENT IN TIIE FORMJ\TION OF TIIE c;\P
Rapporteur: Mr CORRIE
INTRODUCTION
1. The influence of the European Parliament in shaping the Community,s
agricultural policy is limited. The adoption of the price proposals demon-
strates this each year. An increase of infruenee will require a
strengthening of the powers of the European Parliament.
rt has become evident that there is little point in asking the
commission or the council to increase these powera. The European parliament
must take the initiative and examine all possible methods of achieving this
a im.
2. There are four main dircctione in which we can search:
i) lmproving the efficiency of the European parriament itsetf;
ii) acting upon public opinion;
iii) using existing Pohrera of the European Parliament to achieve aims
not foreseen by the Treaty;
iv) developing informal working procedures with the other institutions
of the community, so as to increase the power of the parliament
through greater contact with those responsible for decisions and
to create precedence under which Parliament can increase its
consultative role (cf. the development of the pqwers of the
Senate in the United States).
Participation rather thln consultation
3- The Parliament has, in the past, been concerned to run after events
rather than to seek to influence them. This is particularly true of the
eystem of writing reports, by which Parliament gives an opinion after the
emallest details of a propoeal have been decided upon by the Commission.
rt often oecura that by the time the Parliament come!, to give its opinion,
the original proposal has been substantiatly modified by discussions which
have taken pLace meantime between the Council and its secretariat, the
Comnission.
4. This implies that there must be greater long-term strategies developed
within the Parliament, if it is to participate more in the elaboration of
policy rather than limiting itself to merely criticising the completed
edifices. This need for reflection is evident and implies greater specialized
groups developing ideas, evaluating options, pressing the Commission to
develop policies and proposing modifications to Commission proposals in their
embryonic stage.
5. The Parliament and ite Committeee should seek to change their roles and
roJnforee t-l'relr worki.n<; procedrrree. Thia ehould involve:
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the deveropment of more speciarized working groups able to
elaborate long-range strategies against which commission
proposals could be judged;
this would also allow the committee to push the commission to
develop new policies and eventuall.y to take the righl of
initj-ative by drawing up proposals for regulationsl;
the holding of public hearinge;
the commissioning of major policy studies to be undertaken
by speciali-zed research centres or the commissj.on2;
Ereater contact with specialized agencies concerned wit.h
drawing up reports in the agricuttural and fisheries sectors; and
moro relativc, in-depth information to Mps and working groups.
6. To achieve theee aimg it would be eesential eventuelly for Committees
to be endowed with a limited individual and/or corlective budget.
Chanqinq the political qame: public opinion
'7 
- The role which the Parliament can gain for itself by imprcving its own
procedures is extremely limited. The Parliament has been effeetively kept
on one side by the Commission and the Council and no matter horv well the
Parriament plays the present game its role wirl not greatly increase.
Therefore, the Parliament must attempt to modify its rules, rath€r than
merely be a better player.
8. The Parliament must seek to change the nature of the existing political
game within the Community. At the moment that game is Cominated by nine
statee throtrgh which all the various politieal currents flow. parliament
mt:et geek t-o direct thie political activity throuqh the Community institutions
at a political level, artd thie finally muet mean Ehe European parliament.
only the Parliament really provides the means to break the national mould.
9. Members of the Parliament must seek to have greater contacts with groups
in the Community affected by proposals for legislation; and the lrlembers should
seek to bring about a comPromise at a Community level between interested
grouPs, even if that cornpromise should bring the lvlembers of this parliament
and those interested groups into contradiction with the official position of
the governments of their respective states. This could only be done, of course,
if we could persuade those interested groups that it is in their interest to
arrive at a comPromise and that sheltering behind purely national positions is,
in the end, detrimental to their interests.
Thie' of col.lrse, depende once again on the ability of the parliament to
develop long-term strategiee based on a thorough preparation of poricy
i_--
' This is covered more fu}ly in I{r nr6g6gire's paper
2 S"" report by Lord Reay, Doc 148/78, paragraphs 44 
- 4g
(a)
(b)
(c)
(d)
(e)
(f)
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objectives. If the Parliament were successful in acting directly will'
interes;ed groups, it would be possible to ahort-circuit the present rratrcnal
baeis of Cognunity politics. Agreement directly between interested g;:onps, or
even the m€re emergence of a more independent position of an interes'rred lrl:ouP
in a particular eountry, would leave the national ministers responsibl<:
stranded without a constituency. Their national positions would be ::eveal-ed
as being eventually prejudicial to the interests of those thel' 1"1--; ' ' '-:' "nd'
10. To achieve a more active role politieally, to understand rnore fu-i1'
problems facing partlcular regions and producers, and to faciiitBte u';bLre
acceptahce of new policy directions, cornmittees and committee deleot'tti"ons
must meet the public and examine probleme at a 1ocaI }evel.
Thie ehould be an eaa€ntial elemant of each committee's work. Policies
muet be reallgtlc and muct be underetood. The civll- servants cf the
Commigeion require pollclee to get their ldeas lcroea and to develop *-6s
concenoua nccaBsary for poltclcg to get off the ground-
1I. Eventually each committee will require a small annual budget so it cen
plan effectively and coherently contacts with the world outside the cot"mittee
rooms.
12. Relations with the natl-onal and epeciaLized press must also be ;:ut'cn a
more permanent basis, with committee press officers providing regu'ar br:efing
at the national and regional centres and organizing regular and wel-l
prepared press conferences.
The committees and the Parliament
13. The role of the committees cannot be divorced from the role sought by
the Parliament and the povrers at its disposal-
The committeea conetitute the Parliament's principal arm in btre cor.trol
of policiee in each eector. But that control is rendered difficuit l:1' tt.c
Iimited powera of the Parliament. In particular the reLationship bet'*cen Lire
committee and the Commissioner responsible for policy has no political basis
and depends entirely on personal relationships.
L4. This situation must eventualty change. It could be achieved in tuo ways:
(a) ensuring a greater role for the Parliament in the disLributior,
of portfolios in the Commission; and
(b) developing the right of the Parliament to dismiss individurl
Commissioners.
15. This will not be easy. It may eound impossible. The Parliament has
limited pot^,era and makes meagre uae of those it poaeeesee. But the Parliament
corrl<1 lncrcaac lte effcctlvc control of the Commiesion by ueing in a in,:re
- 
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imagi:iat:i..\re rnanner the pr:nre::s j t al-read1,_ possesses 1. This it must do: itiras become e'';ident trr*t there is no poi.nt in prearling with the otherinstitutions for oclditional por,rers.
(a) y9!:9!_9I_gslggrs
The Parliament has the povrer to remove the commission from
office' rt never does tiris, as the power of censure has
simirar properti-ee to the atcmic bomb: its consequences are
so awfur to consider that Hre deterrent to its use has become
almost total.
Ihis power of celsure cou1d, however, be used in a number of
ways.
(b) Ilg=sggsysg_y9!19:g
Tlhe European Parriam€nt could adopt a motion for a resolution
stating that, if the courr,ission or the councir were not to
proceed with a courae of action that coincides with thepoeition adopted by ilre parliament, the parliament would
undertake a motion of eengure. The pariiament therefore
does not uee t,he power of qensure but merely the threat of
cenaure' such a trotion for a resolution would be more easiry
adopted than the preaent censure motion. rt could be used
to indicate a lack of confidence in the policies, or lack
of policies, of an individuar- Commissioner. The possible
confrontation that wourd resurt could be emptoyed positively
to develop nevr working procedures2 with the commission andthe CounciI.
( c) gslss!-igl-9l-!bg-ggsElgs]9!_3!g_g19!ribur ion or port rorios
rn the Tindemans'report is was suggested that the parliament
be coneulted on the nomination of the commission. This is
eminently sensible and in view of the impasse which is
devel0ping between the parriament and the commiesion on
certain matters, appears to be eminently necessary.
The fact that it is sensible is not a guarantee that it wil1
be adopted by the council- rn this situation the parliament
must get off its knees and take the power itself. ft could
do this simply by stating that at the appointment of each
commission it would automaticarly adopt a motion of censure,if it had not been consulted on the composition of the
1
, 
Budgetary queetion.s have been excruded from the present discussion.
- See paragraph 16.
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Commiegion and/or the Cistribution of portfoliosl. The
Parliament would aimpJ.y continue its automa+-ic auspension
of the Commlseion until such time as the consultation
took place" Thia may sound dramatic, but closer con-
sideration viIl eureLy reveal that by simpb devices, based
on the existing powers of the Parliamcnt, additional powcrs
may be obtained.
Development of formal and informal workinq procedures at committee leveI
with other insitutions of the Commqnitv
16. Institutions are,living bodies. Their powers increase or atrophy with
uae or dlsuae. The power of cveryday working habits, which later become
translated into precedent, ia greater than the written word which
establleheg lngtltutlona. The increase in the powern of the Unlted States
Senate le perhape the clearcBt illuetration: ite considerable pow€rs are
baged to r con!iderbble extent on precedent.
The European Parliament ahould therefore attempt to develop a series of
informal procedureg and workins qroups with the Commission and plrticularly
the Counetlr comnlttec woik is now excessively directedtowardstheCommission.
L7. This could be done by using the threat of a motion of censure to induce
the Commission to consult the Parliament on matters on which it is not
normally informed, ac'for exaatrtle working groups withln the Comriseion
and policy optlona. If the threat wore once ,ueceesful, th€ trxrwar of tha Fcr-1-i.tnent
to be conrulted would have bgrn catEbri3bed through the power of precedent.
18. It ls poesible that the Parliament may deliberately provoke a series of
confrontationg with the Commigeion or the Council, as for example in the
threat to proceed to the European Court of Juetice were the .egal ba'ris for
action by the Council- or the Comniseion not clear. The Parliament could
block the legialative process by refusing to give an opinion.
The aim is not confrontation for the sake of confrontation but the
desire to evolve new working practices from difficult situations.
Consequently, deliberately provoked confrontations or practical diffi-
culties over timetables could lead to the necessity for new informal working
procedures to be developed. For example, working groups between the
Parliament and the Corumiseion or the Parliament and the Council, leading eventually to
formally established mixed committees. These would not necessarily be at the
high political leve1 of the present delegations of Parliament to the Council,
but could be at the level of Committee delegations and COREPAR.
I concuttrtlon could trkc mrny formr: on a liat from which the Commieaion
rlrorrl.rl bo crlcctcd, or on tho Prcrldcnt for example,
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Through such informal- working procedures devised as practical solutions
to particular difficulties, the Parliament would be able to enter into the
mechanics of decision-making and its powers would inevitably increase.
ConcluEions
19. The European Parliament and ite comnittees cannot wait for t,he other
inetitutione to increase their powerr. It is not sufficient to play the
present game more efficiently but to seek io change the rules of present
Community politics. This must be done with the instruments already at, hand,
limited or cumbersome as they may be.
20. In this, the other institutions should become aware that they have a
common interest with the Parliament in the development of Parliament's
powerg. Just as the Parliament neede the Commission, so the Commission realIy
needs the Parl-iament. It is becoming increasingly clear that civil servants
of the Commission require politicians to get their ideas acrogt and to create
that Community concensucr necessary for policiee to be implemented.
- 
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THE MpROVEI,IENT OF THE ETIROPEAN PARLIAMENT ' S INTERI'IAL AND E)(TERI{AL PROCEDIJRES
Rapporteur: !4r M. BREGEGERE
r. INTRODUCTION
1. Since the crisis of 30 June 1965, as Jean-Francois Deniau so
rightly explains in his book 'L'Europe interdite', the 'Monnet system'
has ceased to exist.
The institutional balance established when the ECSC and EEC
Treaties were first drawn uP has shifted from the Commission to the
Council.
Since then, the Commission has relinquished its right of
initiative; in other words, it now submits to the Council only
proposals that the latter is 1ike1y to aPProve.
2. As a result the European Conununity, instead of becoming more
integrated in all areaB, hag become an instrument of intergovernmental
cooperation with all the dieadvantages that this implies, such
ae incegsant bargaining, a real loss of efficiency and growing public
disregard and ignorance of Community affairs.
3. As a result of this growing hold by governments on conrnunity
affairs and the fading away of the European spirit, the European
parliamen.- is being excluded more and more from the Community decision-
making process.
Indeed, its activities interfere with the exclusive dialogue
that has grown up between the Commission and the Council; this is why
Parliament,s right to be consulted has been increasingly flouted,
particularly since JanuarY L977.
4. The European Parliament has repeatedly protested against this
way of going about things, which is anti-constitutionall. But protests
are not enough: Parliament must take steps (i) to fill the vacuum left
by the Cornnnission when in 1965 it relinquished the right of initiative
conferred on it under Articles I49 and 155 of the EEC Treaty, and
(ii) to improve its internal procedures.
It may be said, therefore, that an improvement in the
inter-institutional dialogue should be backed by an improvement in
the European Parliament's internal procedures.
1 Do" . 54L/77 : resolution tabled by l,Ir Houdet on behalf of the Committee
on Agriculture; Doc.80/78 - rapporteur : l'!r Schmidt.
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II. IMPROVEMENT OF THE INTER-INSTITUTIONAL DIALOGUE
under the EEC Treaty the right of initiative for community acts
vested essentially in the Corurission.
As Article 149 of the Treaty stipulates, 'where the council acts
on a proposar from the commission, unanimity sharr be reguired for an
act constituting an amendment to that proposal., rf the corunission
really wished to avail itself of that right, clearly the Community
spirit would prevail since in the event of a deadlock in the
community decision-making process Member states would be compelred
to reach an agreement.
6- rn fact, the commission no longer uses this right, preferring
to submit further proposars which are often unhappy compromises
that far from reflect the Contnunity spirit.
7. Unlike the Commissj_on, which has become a kind of secretariat
to the Council, the European parliament is the only institution, apart
from the Court of Justice, where the Community spirit stlll exists.
rt wourd therefore be desirabre for the European parrianent
gradually to acquire a right of initiative. To this end it might be
suggested that, without amending the Treaty, parliament should annex
to its resolutions proposals for regulations, directives or decisions
which the commission wourd undertake to submit to the council in the
same vray as its own proposals.
rf need be, Parliament's resorutions could stipurate a deadrine
by which the commission would have to submit its pro;rcsars to the
council under penalty of having a motion of censure passed on it by
Parliament.
8. rn addition, since with the new institutionar balance, po\,rer
has now shifted from the Commission to the Council, it would be
desirable for the European parliament to try to establish a direct
rerationship with the institution that wields political power.
A dialogue must therefore be started up between these two
institutions, one representing the general public, the other the Member
States.
9. First- the conciliation procedure wourd have to be modified so
t-hat I I 116 1,1;11rycrr applleo morely bo'comnruniLy acta of goneral
afrf/l [(i,rl Irrrr whJr..]r travn alrprn(:IEbIu f {nanelal lmpIi.catl.Ona, ancl of whlch
5.
is
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the adoption is not required by virtue of acts already in existe"""'l
Thus the European Parliament could not ask for the conciliation
procedure to be initiated for the fixing of agricul.tural Prices,
since this is required by virtue of acts already in existence.
If the words ,and of which the adoption is not required by virtue
of acts already in existence' were deleted, a Permanent dialogue
could be established between the European Parliament and the Council
on all acEs having appreciable financial implications for which
parliament deems it necessary to initiate thls procedure.
to. similarly some aort of joint council,/EuroPean Parliament committee
could hold a meeting, which would also be attended by coruniesion
repreeentatlvee, whenever the Council intended to depart substantially
from the European Parliament's opinion on proposals of imPortance
tor EuroPean integration.
For example, when fishing quotas are being fixed, if the couneil
intends to depart to an appreciable extent from the European Parliament's
opinion, the two institutions might be able to reach a compromise
before the Council finally adopted its decision'
However, this improvement in the inter-institutional dialogue
canonlybefutlyachievedifitisaccompaniedbyanimprovement
in the European Parliament's internal procedures, fot at Present
itisonlythroughtheefficiencyofitsworkthattheEuropean
Par:liament can influence the COmmunity decision-making Process'
11. It would often be useful for the parliamentary committees to
r,,ork more closety together so that the opinion drawn uP by the committee
responsible would reflect the views of the European Parliament as a whOle
and not simply those of a small group of Itlembers with an interest
in the matter under consideration.
From this point of view the joint working Party set uP by the
Committee on Agriculture and the Committee on Budgets is an interesting
precedent, since it shoutd help to make the committee on Agriculture
more aware of budgetary matters and to give the conmittee on Budgets
a better grasp of the epeciflc problems faced by the Committee on
AgrlculEure.
1 su" Joint Deelaratlon
Commission, O.J. C89,
of the EuroPean Parllament, the Council and the
22.4.75, p. 1
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12. It shoulo then be possible to make more adequate preparation for
conciliation with t-he Council since the European Parliament would be
more fully informed and therefore better eguipped to meet the Council.
FinaIIy, relations between the committee responsible and the
committees asked for their opinions could often be improved if the
committee responsibte incorporated the points that the other committees
considered important in its motion for a resolution'
This would make the committee resPonsible more aware of the
problems of the conmrittees asked for their opinions, and would make
for a more objective debate in plenary sitting'
IV. CONCLUSIONS
13. The European Parliament must be more imaginative in its approach
if it wishes to extend its influence and powers while complying with
the Treaties.
with its direct election, it will acquire a legitimacy which wili
give it more influence over council acts, but only if it evolves
procedures which eventually, bY force of custom, become equivalent
to constitutional rules.
This applies in particular to the right of initiative which Parliament
ought to acquire, and also to the permanent dialogue it must establish
with the Council.
L4. In addition, after its direct election, the European Parliament, as
the peopte's representative, must establish more immediate contact with
public opinion than in the past, so that it can exert greater influence
on the Commission and Council.
Byappealingdirecttothepublicandbreakingawayfromtheroutine
of the past thirteen years, it should be possible to give a fresh
impetus to the community so that it can become the champion of the people's
aspirations rather than a mere 'tool' to be used by a few technocrats and
financiers intent on increasing their Power and their profits.
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